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November 9, 1999 CO,
PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION

OF H.R. 1714, ELECTRONIC SIGNA-
TURES IN GLOBAL AND NA-
TIONAL COMMERCE ACT
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, by direc-

tion of the Committee on Rules, I call
op House Resolution 366 and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The Clerk read the resolution, as fol-
loses:

H. Res. 36
Resolved, That at any time ufer the adop-

tion o this resolution she Speaker may, ear
suant to clause 2(b) of rule XVIIt declare the
Hoose resolved into the Coremttee of the
Whole Hoee on the state of the Union tar
consideration of the bill (HR 1714) to fali-
taco the use of electronic records and signa-
tures in Interstate or foreign commerce- The
fnrst reading or the bill shall be dispensed
with. General debate shall be conied to the
bill and shall not exceed one hour eqully di
tided and controlled by she thai n and
rankig minority member of the Committee
on Cossesce. Alter general debate she bill
shall be considered for amendment under the
five minuto role. I lieu of the amendments
recommended by the Committees on Cm-
mee and the Juditiary now printed in she
billt it shall be in order to consider as an
original bill for the porse of amendment
under the five-minute role an amendment in
the nature of a substitute printed in the Con-
gressisoon Record and numbered 1. That
amendment o the nature of a soistiute
sholl be considered as read. No amendment
to that amendment In the caure of a sob.
stitute shall be in order escept those printed
10 the report of the Committee o Roles at-
cotnpanyin this resolution Each amend.
mint may b offered only In the order print-
ed in the report, may be afered only by a
Member designated In the reporc shall be
considered as read. shall be debatable for the
time specified in the report equally dieided
and controlled by the pepoen ao an
pcnent, shall not be subject to amendmenc,
and shall not be subjett to a demand for di-
sian of the question in the Home or In the
Committee of the Whole. The Chairman of
the Committee of the Whole may: (1) post-
pone etril a time doring further cosider-
asio n i the Committee of the Whole a re-
quest for a recorded vote on any amendment;
and (2) reduce to five minutes the minmum
time for electronic votig as any posnpoaed
question that follos another elsctruoniae
without interening business, provided that
the minimum time for electronic coting on
the irst in any series ofquestions shall be 15
minutes. At the conclusion of consideration
of the bill for amendment the Commitee
shall rise and report the bill to the Noose
with such amendments an may have been
adopted. Any Member may demand a epa-
rate vote to the Hoose on any amendment
adopted in the Committee of the Whole to
the bill or to the amendment in the oature ot
a substitute made in order as origial text.
The previous question shall be considered as
ordered on the bill and amendments thereto
to final pamego without interening motion
except one motion to recommit with or with-
out instructions.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-
tleman from California (Mr. DREIER) is
recognied for 1 hour.

(Mr. DREIER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re.
marks, and include extraneous mate-
rial.)

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker. for pur-
poses of debate only, I yield the cus-
tomary 30 minutes to the gentleman
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from Dayton, Ohio (Mr. HALL). my very we are educated. the way we contract
good friend; and pending that I yield for goods and services, and the way we
myself such time as I may consume, are governed. It will make it easier for
All time that I will be yielding will be people using just a computer and a
for debate purposes only. modem to pay their bills, apply for

Mr. Speaker, this rule provides for mortgages, trade securities and pu-
the consideration of a bill, H.R. 1714, chase goods and services without ever
that is critically important to con- leaving the confines of their homes or
sumers in our 21st century informa- offices.
lion-age economy. It is also appro-
priate that we consider this legislation 0 1211
on the heels of last week's passage of S. But the consumer revolution that
50, the Financial Services Moderniza would he unleashed by this bill may
clan Act never see the light of day if the Din-

An significant as S. 90 is to bringing gell-Gephardt amendment is adopted.
our financial services laws up to date So I am going to once again urge my
with the realities of the current mar- colleagues to oppose that clearly anti-
ketplace, H.R. 1714 will actually do consumer amendment.
more to empower consumers of finon- Mr. Speaker, my State of California
cial products and other goods and serv- is home to many of the companies that
ices and establish the framework for produce the technologies that are shap-
competition in the emerging electronic ing the global electronic marketplace.
marketplace. For this I applaud the o- In talking with business leaders in the
forts of the gentleman from Virginia fields of technology and finance, I am
(Mr. BLILsY) to move this legislation convinced that the promise of elec-
forward. ironic commerce will never be fully re-

This is a structured rule providing alized without the establishment of a
for 1 hour of general debate, divided clear, uniform national framework
equally between the chairman and governing both, and I emphosize both.
ranking minority member of the Ca- digital signatures and records.
esittee on Commerce The rle makes This is one of the most important
in order as an original bill for the put- economic challenges facing Congress.
pose of amendment the amendment in as our country transitions into our 2ist
the nature of a substitute printed in century Information Age economy.
the CONGRESSIONAL RECOn and num- With H.R. 1714, businesses and con-
bered 1. That amendment in the nature sumers can be confident that the trans-
of a substitute is identical to the bill actions we engage in electronically arc
which on November 1 fell just three both safe and secure. This bill address

votes short of the two-thirds majority es this challenge in a way that ensures
necessary for passage of a measure that competition and consumer choice
under suspension of the rules. remain the hallmarks of the emerging

The rule provides fur consideration of global electronic marketplace.
only the two amendments printed ae Mr. Speaker, this bill is one that is
the rules report, as the Clerk just gave deserving of bipartisan support, as was
us, which may be offered only in the evidenced in the suspension vote, al-
order printed in the RECORD, may be of- though. as I said, we were just three
fered only by the designated Member, votes short of what we needed to pass
shall be considered as read, shall not be it so f what we ruee to ss

divisible, and shall be debated for 30 riht othrgassume tat the rule will sail

minutes, equally divided and con thogh nd the bill, with only

trolled by a proponent and an the amendment of the genclemn from

net fWashington (Mr. INSLEE). will sail

The first amendment is the biper- through, too.
tisan Inslee-Eshoo-Smith-Dooley- Mr. Speaker. I urge my colleagues'
Moran-Roukema amendment. which I support of both, and I reserse rho hal
urge my colleagues to support. It pre- ante of my time.
serves all Federal and State consumer Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
protection laws and actually creates yield myself such time as I may con-
new consumer rights in the area of some.electronic commerce. Mr. Speaker, this is a restrictive rule

The second is a gutting amendment which will allow for the consideration
offered by Representatives DisnGcLt of .. 1714. As my colleague, the gen-
CoSRS, LAFAicE and GEPHAT tlman from California. has explained.
which, if adopted, will leave all can this rule provides 1 hour of general de-
sumers to ponder the qoestio: Why did bate, to be equally divided and con,
Ijust spend $1,200 on a computer? Now, troled by the chairman and ranking
think about it, Mr. Speaker. The scale minority member of the Committee on
of electronic commerce is undergoing Commerce.
dramatic change as a result of the This restrictive rule will permit only
Internet, networking and communica- two/ALDZ to the base text. No other
tions technology, and the expansion of amendments may be offered. Mr.
computer memory and storage capa- Speaker, electronic commerce has be-
bilities. Computer-to-computer co- come part of our life for millions of
munication is increasingly being used Americans who use the Internet to con-
to initiate and execute a substantial duct business. Congress needs to up-
and growing number of personal busi- date our law so that buyers and sellers
ness and financial transactions, can take better advantage of the new

Enactment of this E-SIGN bill will technology. One such change Is to give
transform the way we work, the way electronic signatures and contracts the
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same legal force as written signatures ture act does become law, The other and signatures in interstate or foreign
and contracts, important provision of the bill guaran- commerce, with Mr. HASTINGS of Wash-

In concept, this change has broad tees the consumers the right to opt ington (Chairman pro tempore) in the
support on both sides of the aisle and into electronic records, and really an chair.
on both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue. astoundingly broad provision that al- The Clerk read the title of the bill.
This positive development would en- lows the consumer to withdraw his or The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the

courage electronic commercial activity her consent at any time. rule, the bill is considered as having

and benefit both business and con- So I think this is a light touch in been read the first time.

sumers. terms of regulation, but there is a need Under the rule, the gentleman from

Unfortunately, this bill goes beyond for consistency and a general scheme Virginia (Mr. BLILEY) and the g-

electronic signatures and contracts. It for electronic commerce. as we all tleman from Michigan (Mr. DINGELL)

contains controversial provisions pre- know. each will control 30 minutes.

empting State laws that require main- I am hopeful that Members will read The Chair recognizes the gentlemane wlredfrom Virginia (Mr. BLILEY).
saining certain written records, It con- the language of the Inslee amendment. Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
rains provisions opposed by consumer along with the underlying bill, so they m EsLfsch time as I may consume.
groups that would permit electronic can assure themselves, as I have been Mr. Chairman, last Monday the Com-
notices and disclosures to be sub- assured, that this Is a fair measure mitte on Commerce brought H.R. 1714,
stituted for written notices. For these that will promote e-conmerce and will the Electronic Signatures in Global
reasons, the bill failed to achieve the do no harm to other important issues- and National Commerce Act. to the
necessary two-thirds vote when it was Please do read the amendment, instead floor under suspension of the rules.
considered earlier this month under ofjust listening to the arguments. Unfortunately. H.R. 1714 fell just four
suspension of the rules. Mr. HALL of Ohio. Mr. Speaker. I short votes of passage. The Clinton ad-

This restrictive rule we are now con- have no further requests for time, and ministration and minority leadership
sidering does make in order an amend- I yield back the balance of my time. of this body mounted an intense lob-
went offered by the gentleman from Mr. HASTINGS of Washington. Mr. bying campaign against the bill. We
Michigan (Mr. DINGELL). the gentleman Speaker. I yield myself such time as I were proud of the number of votes that
from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS). the gen- may consume. we were able to achieve in support of
tleman from New York (Mr. LAFALCE), Mr. Speaker, I just wanted to say the bill, and we return to the House
and the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. very briefly that this is a bill that floor this week with the identical bill
OEPHARDT). which will remove the con clearly moves us forward and recog- that was considered last Monday.
croversial provisioes of the bill and nines n-trade and so forth. With chat, I We remain confident that H.Rl. 1714 Is
leave much needed language dealing would urge the Members to support the strong legislation that helps to facili-
with electronic signatures and con- rule and the underlying legislation. tate e-commerce in the new economy.
tracts. Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance This bill is perhaps the most important

The rule also makes in order a bipar of my time, and I move the previous pro-technology vote that this Congress

risan amendment that contains a num- question on the resolution, will take. It should not fall prey to par-
bet of consumer protections. The House The previous question was ordered. tisan battles.
Is not served by rules which restrict The resolution was agreed to. The Committee on Commerce unani-
the amendment process on legislation A motion to reconsider was laid on mously. Mr. Chairman, unanimously
so important to the Nation's com- the table. voted this bill out of the committee
metre. However, the two amendments _ this summer with support from both
which are made in order will give Meme- sides of the aisle. Since chat time, we
bers the opportunities to make moan- GENERAL LEAVE have worked closely with the minority
ingfl changes to the bill. Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker. I ask leadership of the committee to craft

Mr. Speaker. I yield 2 minutes to the unanimous consent that all Members the additional consumer protection
gentlewoman from California (Ms. may have 5 legislative days within provisions that appear in the bill con-
LoFGrNi which to revise and etend their re- sidered last week and remain in the bill

(Ms. LOFGREN asked and was given marks and include extraneous matter today.
permission to revise and extend his re- on H.R. 1714. We believe those negotiations to be
marks.) The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there fair and worthwhile, and were dis-

Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Speaker, I am objection to the request of the gen- appointed to learn for the first time on

very pleased that the rule makes in leman from Virginia? the floor last week that the minority
order the amendment offered by the There was no objection. did not feel the same. These important
gentleman from Washington (Mr. INS- _ new provisions offer consumers strong
LEE). along with the gentlewoman from protection in the electronic world.
California (Ms. ESHO0), myself and ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN They require consumers to opt in if
several other individuals, whioh GLOBAL AND NATIONAL COM- they wishito receive their documents

strengthens and I believe solves the MERCE ACT in electronic form.
consumer protection issues that were The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursu- Let me repeat, nothing, nothing in
of concern to some Members. ant to House Resolution 36 and rule this bill requires consumers to receive

Specifically. on the third page of the XVIDI, the Chair declares the House in documents electronically against their
amendment, and I will quote, the the Committee of the Whole House on wishes. Further. the bill requires that
amendment would provide that "Noth- the State of the Union for the consider- all consumers must receive important
ing in this Act affects the content or ation of the bill. H.R. 1714. notices that may affect health or safe-
timing of any disclosure required to be The Chair designates the gentleman ty in the traditional paper form. This
provided to any consumer under any from Tesas (Mr. BONILLA) as Chairman includes notices of such as the termi-
statute, regulation, or other rule of of the Committee of the Whole. and re- nation of utility service, cancellation
law.'" I think that is about as broad as quests the gentleman from Washington of health benefits or life insurance, and
we can get en terms of makesg sure (Mr. HASTINGS) to assume the chair foreclosure or eviction from a resi-
that consumer protection statutes are temporarily, dence.
undisturbed by this electronic signa- 1226 t I would like to take this opportunity
ture act. to rebut some of the charges and un-

It is my understanding that the IN THE COs EE OF THEWO -E founded attacks that were made by my

chairman of the Committee on Com- Accordingly, the House resolved colleagues across the aisle when this
merce is disposed to favor this amend- itself into the Committee of the Whole bill was brought to the floor last week.

ment, and I think that shows the bipar- House on the State of the Union for the We heard that under H.R. 1714, con-
tisan effort that has been underway to consideration of the bill (H.R. 1714) to sumers would be forced to accept elec-

make sure that this electronic signa- facilitate the use of electronic records tronic documents. even if the consumer
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did not have a computer or an e-mail
account.

0 1230
We also heard that 1714 will sweep

away Federal and State consumer pro-
tection laws. These claims. Mr. Chair
man, are completely false.

As I have said many times pre-
viously, consumers must have safety.
security. and privacy on line or they
will not accept this new technology.
H.R. 1714 provides on-line consumers
with a confident assurance that their
on-line transactions will be secure and
that they will continue to receive the
same cansumer protections as con-
sumers purchasing a product at a local

stepaso heard, much to my surprise.

claims that the process for considering
H.R. 1714 was unfair. First, it was
claimed that the bill had been substan-
daily changed since the minority hod
last seen it. In fact, it was even
charged that the consumer protections
in the bill had been removed. This is
simely untrue.

We provided the minority with a
copy of the text of H.R. 1714 before it
came to the floor, and with minor e-
ceptions that strengthen consumer pro
tections, it was identical to the bill
that they had agreed to just days be-
fore. The only real change was that the
minority leadership had called a meet-
ing with a number of Committee on
Commerce Democrats in which they
were told to stop cooperating with the
majority, so we had the Instance of pal-
itics overriding substance.

Mr. Chairman, there were also
charges that the bill was brought to
the floor too quickly. Again, such a
claim is false. H.R. 1714 was approved
by the Committee on Commerce unani-
mously by voice vote on August 5. We
filed our report on September 27. The
bill was originally scheduled to come
to the floor on October 18, but I asked
it to he withdrawn so that we could
continue to negotiate with the minor-

ithe bill brought to the floor on No-
vember 1 was the product of 2 weeks of
negotiations with the minority. This
can hardly be considered rushing legis-
lation to the floor. Some have said that
all that was needed was one more day
of negotiations. To that I say we have
given the minority 14 days of negotia-
tions.

Any charges that the majority acted
In bad faith are simply incorrect. I
gave the minority every opportunity to
provide input from before the bill was
introduced to right up until the bill
came to the floor. I think our negotia-
tions were very successful. In fact, key
consumer protections in the bill. Mr.
Chairman. were the result of our nego-
tiations with the minority.

unfortunately, at the last minute the
minority leadership decided they had
to block this legislation. They had to
keep Republicans from passing an Im-
portant pro-technology bill that enjoys
unanimous support, unanimous support
in the technology community.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD -HOUSE H11733
I would also like to touch on one Mr. Chairman, in September, the Banking

more important consumer issue that Committee raised with the Commerce Com-
has been little discussed until now. mittee the need to make clear that the he
Electronic signature technologies pro- autonomy of parties" provision of the reported
vide consumers with much more assur- version of H.R. 1714 was not intended to limit
ante that their transactions and corm- the authosty of the Federal banking agencies
munications will take place in a safe, to impose and enforce minimum safety and
secure and private environment. The soundness standards fw the use of electronic
encryption capabilities that are used to signatures and records by entities they regu-
protect such valuable signatures offer late. I want to assure the Banking Committee
much greater protection than ever pos- today that the language in Section 103(a(4) of
sible in the traditional paper world. the modified text before us this akemme wes

Electronic signatures provide a level drafted so as to accommodate those con-
of authentication that far surpases ces. Nothing in this bill should be interpreted
the ink signature that has come to be to interfere ith the authority of federal hank-
the accepted standard. Moreover, H.R. ng agencies to impose and enforce minimum
1714 makes it possible to ha-e seamless safely and soundness standards for the use of
and efficient processing of electronic electronic signatures and records by enilies
signatures records. Electronic trans- they regulate.
actions have much less chance of Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance
human error, and provide for more reli- of my time.
able retention after the initial trans- Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I yield
action takes place. mysef 6 minutes.

Critics have argued that this bill Mr. Chairman, I want to express con-
should not apply to records. In fact, siderable affection and respect for the
they want to severely narrow the bill's gentleman from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY),
scope to delete records. This would be a my good friend and the chairman of the
shame and I could not support it. committee. But I want to observe that
Records are an important component he is in error on a number of important
in electronic commerce transactions, points.
Consumers will benefit from the use of First of all, we did have 2 weeks of
electronic records and we should pro- negotiation and we were making good
vide the legal framework to allow their progress. Second of all. the gentleman
use and acretahce. from Virginia terminated the discus-

The world is moving towards a sions and brought the bill to the floor
paperless society and we cannot sit without completing the negotiations. I
back and ignore reality as some would would observe we were making good
like us to do. A proper course of action progress. I would observe we could have
is to address records by adding appro- made further good progress and we
priate consumer protections like we could have a bill which could pass
have done in H.R. 1714. unanimously. Regrettably, we do not

Mr. Chairman, the 105th Congress because there are important consumer
was credited with passing monumental protections which are missing from
legislation to help facilitate E-tom- this bill.
mere. This vote is perhaps the most The haste Is charged up to partisan-
critical one that the If0th Congress ship. Well, that might perhaps tell
will consider to continue the growth more about the author of that state-
and success of the digital economy. If ment than it does about anybody else.
Members support the U.S. high-tech in- In point in fact, our concern here is
dustry, they will vote "yes" on this protecting consumers and I will ad-
bill. A vote in support of H.R. 1714 is a dress that question as I go forward in
vote to support providing consumers i statement.
with greater security in on-line trans- r. Chairman. I also would observe
actions. It is a vote in support of allow- something else and that is that there is
ing business to provide new and inn - no magic to completing this legislation
vative services on line. now, nor is there magic in completing

Mr. Chairman. I understand that an It within 14 days. Completing legisla-
amendment will be offered today by a tlon well in a fashion which serves the
number of my colleagues, including the interests of all parties, those who
gentleman from Washington (Mr. INS- would engage in electronic commerce
LEE). the gentlewoman from California and those who would be consumers and
(Ms. EsHO0), the gentleman from Vir- customers of those who engage in elec-
ginia (Mr. MORAN) and the gentle- tronic commerce, is in the best tradi-
woman from California (Ms. LOFGrEN). tions of this institution.
This amendment further clarifies the Now, Mr. Chairman. I would observe
important consumer protections that something else. The future of the
are included in this bill. I thank the American economy depends upon our
gentleman from Washington (Mr. INS- making this new form of conducting
LEE) and his colleagues for their con- business a success, one which can be
structive work on this amendment and accepted by all and which can be re-
recognize that he and several other garded as being fair Indeed to all. Un-
Members of his party have made valu- fortunately, the bill before us contains
able contributions to this process. in- major flaws that harm consumers, and
stead of trying to undermine it. I regret that the gentleman from Vir-

Mr. Chairman, I will support this glnia did not give us more time in
amendment and I ask that all Members which to complete those matters.
of the House do the same. I urge my Regrettably, I therefore must oppose
colleagues to rise above partisan poll- the bill in its current form. The gen-
tics and support H.R. 1714. tleman from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY) did
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work closely with the minority to cor- I will offer today with the gentleman which is going to score this as one of
rect some of the deficiencies. I regret, from Missouri (Mr. GRPARDT), the our major votes this year because busi
however, that gaps remain, some of gentleman from Michigan (Mr. CON- nes sees this, of course, as a major
which are indeed serious. sERS) and the gentleman from New step forward in the development of

It is interesting to note that many of York (Mr. LAFaLCE). electronic commerce for our country
the companies recommending and rep- The administration has additional and our country's economy.
resenting the high-tech community do concerns, as do I. concerning the effect But I want to speak more impor-
not oppose the consumer protections of this bill in on-line transactions. For tantly about the impact of this h-SIGN
which we think should be included. Re- these reasons I urge a "no" vote on bill on consumers. I think we all agree
grettably, a small but nevertheless im- H.R. 1714 and urge my colleagues to that consumers are the backbone of the
portant minority of business interests support the substitute which has been electronic commerce model. If con-
continues to oppose consumer protec- made in order by the Committee on sumers do not feel comfortable, if they
tions in any form. Those are not, re- Rules. do not feel at ease with this new tech-
grettably, people in the electronic The substitute would take an impor- nology, then they are going to lose
commerce business. Those are simply cant first step, fully recognizing the confidence in the growing electronic
people in the financial interests of this validity of electronic signatures in commerce of our country and the
country which want to have it all their contract law. That is good. The legisla- world, and that is certainly a result no
way, and I can sympathize with my tion will give Congress the additional one wants.
friend from Virginia in dealing with tinme to explore the effect on con- I understand, Mr. Chairman, that
such an bdurate lot sumers of the new electronic contract over 10 million Americans are going to

An amendment today which will be laws to the myriad of important join in the electronic commerce revolu-
offered will seek to improve the legis- records and documents that accompany tion this Christmas and make pur-
lation, and I commend the authors of these agreements. It also would avoid chases for their Christmas gifts over
the legislation. the gentlewoman from stomping on the actions of legislatures the Internet.
California (Ms. ESHOO). the gentleman in having created and in addressing El 1245
from Washington (Mr. INSLEE). and contract problems, as they have tradi-
others. Unfortunately. the amendment tionally done under the historic laws of But as more and more consumers
would Improve certain aspects of the the United States, wherein the matters come to use the Internet and the elec-
bill but, unfortunately, it still falls of ordinary commerce are dealt with by tronic commerce, this E-SIGN bill is
short, the several States and dealt with well, going to become more and more impor-

The Bliley bill, even with the Inslee indeed, under things like the Uniform tant. This bill strikes, I think, the
amendment, would harm consumers in Commercial Code. right balance. It recognizes that we are
several ways. First, it would not re- Mr. Chairman. I see no reason for moving toward electronic transactions
quire any notice, conspicuous or other- supplanting the knowledge, reason, and and then allows many types of trans-
wise, that consumers are entitled to re- expertise and the traditions which have actions to take place over the Internet
ceive certain records in writing under vested in the legislatures the ability to while, at the same time, it contim to
esisting law. Before choosing to re address these questions by adding a provide the protections that consumers
ceive these documents electronically. I whale new array of changes which may have been accustomed to in the world
believe consumers should be given spe- or may not be in the consumers' Inter- of paper and written checks and con-
nific notice as to what existing rights est and may not be in the interest of tracts, and in the analog world itself.
they are giving up. Regrettably, the business in the United States and H.R. 1714, which I was very pleased to
Bliley bill leaves consumers in the which clearly am opposed by consumer join the gentleman from Virginia
dark an this matter, groups and by the administration. (Chairman BLILEY) In sponsoring in its

Secondly, the opt-in provision as cur- Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- onset, recognizes that there are impor-
rently structured in the bill before us sent to yield 15 minutes of my time to cant State and Federal laws that pro-
would allow all sorts of dissimilar the distinguished gentleman from tect consumers today such as the re-
records to be bundled together giving. Michigan (Mr. CONYERS) to control as quirement that consumers be provided
at best, confusion to the consumers he sees fit. copies of important documents such as
and would require them to essentially The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection warrants. notices, and disclosures.
take an all-or-nothIng approach in to the request of the gentleman from This bill recognizes and retains these
which records they agree to receive Michigan? important consumer protection laws
electronically. There was no objection. and develops a system whereby con-

Clearly, there are records and Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I re- sumers can choose to accept electronic
records, and clearly they should and serve the balance of my time. versions of the documents and then re-
can be easily treated differently by the Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield ceive them electronically. Understand,
consumers and the purchasers. 33h minutes to the gentleman from consumers choose to do so.

In effect, an on-line merchant could Louisiana (Mr. TAUZIN) It furthermore provides that con-
require consumers to take it or leave Mr. TAUZIN. Mr. Chairman, I thank sumers must separately and affirma-
it, thereby defeating the will of the the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. BLI- tively opt in and consent to receiving
parties. and especially the consumers. LEY). chairman of the Committee on important documents electronically
to receive some records electronically, Commerce, for yielding me this time. I and then must be assured that those
but not others that they would prefer particularly want to commend him for documents can be retained for future
to receive in a traditional form. this legislative effort and, like him, I use. That is why this bill has the right

Finally. the bill would allow met want to thank particularly the gentle- balance, good for business, good for
chants to vitiate contracts entirely if woman from California (Ms. ESeoO) of consumers,
consumers do not agree to opt in to re- our committee who has done such Let me say a word in opposition to
ceiving records electronically. That is great work over the years in helping to the substitute that we will see. The
not an option. In the law it is called a develop an electronic signature bill for substitute would apply only to con,
"contract of adhesion" and in a word it the E-commerce age, and the gen- tracts.
is a contract which Is not equal and in tleman from Washington (Mr. NSLEE) Let me give an example of what the
which the parties are not equal parties and others for working with the chair- substitute will miss. Today we spend
to a contract. man of the committee in offering a almost S4 billion handling paper checks

Clearly, if we are seeking to improve very helpful amendment that we are with an electronic commerce world; $4
the attitude of consumers and to earn going to hear about later today. billion could be saved for consumers if,
their trust, this is not the way that the Mr. Chairman, let me first say that in fact, we could literally bank ela-
matter should be handled. The admin- this bill obviously has the support of tronically without the necessity of all
istration shares these concerns and an incredible array of business groups, this paper. Imagine all the weight this
strongly supports the substitute which including the United States Chamber, paper has in the transport industries as
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cargo on planes. If one eliminates all
that paper in our lives and in the ship-
ment and cargoes and transportation.
those kind of savings are ours if we re-
ject the substitute and stick with the
main bill.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
m self such time as may consume.

Xr. Chairman, I would like to begin
by thanking the gentleman fram
Michigan (Mr. DINGELL), dean of the
House and the ranking member of the
Committee on Commerce. for sharing
the time in general debate with the
Committee on the Judiciary that I rep-
resent on this side.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we ol1 know
there are millions of Internet users and
millions of consumers, and that this
number increases daily. It has been
said here earlier, electronic commerce
is the future of our economy. As more
and more people buy and sell merchan-
dise on-line, we find that e-commerce
has made life easier for people as well
as improved our overall economy by
making shopping and other commer-
cial transactions far more convenient.

I want to enact Federal legislation
that would facilitate electronic signa-
tures and make e-commerce more ro-
bust. We need tW ensure that contracts
are net denied validity that they other-
wise would have simply because they
are in electronic form or signed olec-

Now, ile measure before us did this

without doing violence to our most
cherished and long-fought consumer
protections, I would be supporting it
without reservation. Now, especially
with the recent decision in the Micro-
soft case, which suggests that a high-
tech giant may not always be friendly
to consumers, it makes it even more
important than ever that consumers
have confidence in the Internet and
that they believe it is friendly and a
friendly place to do business. This is
critical to the future of this whole in-
dustry.

It is only when consumers have con-
fidence in on-line transactions that it
will become the vibrant marketplace
that it can be. The high-tech commu-
nity should not let itself be hijacked by
security firms or banks or the insur-
ance industry whose history with re-
spect to consumers has not always
been what we would wish it to be. The
on-line community should be in the
forefront of consumer protection. In-
stead, they are being dragged back-
words by special interests.

That is where I hope that I may be
able to be of some small help in this de-
bate. because this measure, as it is
written, goes far beyond the needs of
the vast majority of on-line businesses.
H.R. 1714 has become an 11th hour grab
bag for our special interests to hurt
consumers by undermining critical
laws that require notice of rights and
that prevent unscrupulous business
people, of which, unfortunately, there
are some, from cheating unsuspecting
customers.

Because of the special interests over-
reaching, what started as an
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uncontroversial bill to validate elec- Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
cronic signatures and contracts has minutes to the gentleman from Vir-
turned into a battle over the electronic ginia (Mr. DAVIS) In strong support of
records of every type imaginable. Let this legislation.
us try to rescue this measure from that (Mr. DAVIS of Virginia asked and
kind of a result. was given permission to revise and ex-

So for this reason, instead of coosid- tend his remarks.)
ering a bill that should be a win-win
situation, both for consumers and e- Mr. DAVIS of Virginia. Mr. Chair-
commerce, we are now being pressured man. I am proud to be an original co-
into voting on a bill that pits the op- sponsor of this legislation and also fa-
portunities of one against the rights of millor with the need to provide legal
the other, certainty to electronic signatures snd

It is, therefore, no surprise that the electronic records. That is why I a-
bill is opposed by our administration. gerly cosponsored this legislation, be-
It is opposed by consumer groups. It is cause I think it is time for Congress to
opposed by the National Conference of take positive, not regulatory, steps to
State Legislatures and the United help promote growth and development
Automobile Workers and many others. of electronic commerce.

So what we have here is, unfort- Late last week, we were surprised by
nately. a very good idea that has at- the minority leadership. They must
cached to it provisions that undermine have decided that appearing to oppose
consumer protection laws that would high-technology legislation was not
require notice, warranties, and disclo- the political stance, so they decided to
sures to be in writing because it per- intoduce their own electronic signa-
wits consumers to unwittingly click cure bill, H.R. 3220, which we will be
away many of these rights. considering later today as a substitute

For esample. critical notices regard- amendment.
Ing the cancellation or change in terms
of insurance agreements or a change in Unfortunately, that legislation falls
the interest rate or the service or the way short of what is needed. The ap-
change of a servicer of a mortgage, of pearance of supporting technology leg-
recall notices, and other warranty in- islation Is not enough. There has to be
formation could be sent electronically substance behind that appearance. I be-
or posted on a Web site regardless of ieve that H.R. 3220 falls short.
whether the person owns a computer. Last week on the floor, I spoke at
which it may not come as news to you, length about the important consumer
many people do not. or whether the protections contained in this legisla-
consumer has an e-mall account, which tion, H.R. 1714, and tried to rebut some
they may net. or whether they know of the claims that this was bad for con-
how to navigate the World Wide Web somers. I would like to briefly touch on
even if they have the technology, some some of those points.
of which do not.

Furthermore, this measure stands for First, consumers are absolutely free

the proposition that the States some- to choose or not to chase to enter into
how do not have the ability to enact an electronic transaction. Nothing re-

their own electronic commerce laws or quires any party to use or accept elec-
to reinstate many additional consumer tronic records or electronic signatures.
prorecins. The bill simply offers consumers the

So rather than respecting the tradi- option to engage in electronic trans-
tion in our country of hundreds of actions. If a consumer does choose to
years that reserves contract law to the conduct an on-line transaction, that
States. the bill says that the States, consumer is protected by the under-
that they may only reenact supple- lying Federal or State laws governing
mental consumer legislation if it fits that transaction.
into a narrowly described category. If a law requires that a notice or a

So far, thus, even if a State wanted disclosure be made available in writing
to maintain its protections against to a consumer, then those traditional
fraudulent or deceptive practices and writings must continue to be delivered
automobile sales, for example. the Fed- to the consumer. Nothing in this bill,
eral Government would in effect tell nothing, will nullify such existing
the State that it cannot do so. State consumer protection laws.

So for these and other reasons, we Let me reiterate. Under HR. 1714,
have created, along with the gentleman must be provided with i.-
from Michigan (Mr. DINGELL) and the consumers d n r

othe Meber, asubsitue tat eP-portent notices, disclosures, or other
other Members, a substitute that rep documents as they are entitled to re-
resents the bipartisan language agreed ceive under the current law,
on by Members of the other body,
Members, Senator ABRAHAM and Sen Before a consumer can receive an
ator LEAiy. that satisfies the needs of electronic copy of an important docu-
the high-tech community which we ment, such as a warranty or a disclo-
laud without sacrificing consumers in sure, a consumer must separately and
the process. affirmatively consent to receive such a

So I urge that my colleagues reserve document electronically. That is, a
their su pport for this substitute. consumer must specifically approve of

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance receiving electronic documents and
of my time. that portion of a contractor agreement

Mr. DINGELL, Mr. Chairman. I re- telling a consumer what documents he
serve the balance of my time. or she will receive electronically.
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urge my colleagues to support this with the adoption of the amendment who will be offering that rocordkeeping

legislation. The companies and monu- that we are going to discuss, and which provision and clarifying the record-
facttrers that use electronic tech- I am proud to offer with my colleague, keeping provisions of the bill.
nology. along with on-line users, need the gentleman from Washington (Mr. Mr. Chairman, this legislation isthis legislation. INSLE). and several other Democrats. good public policy and it continues a

Mr. DINGELL, Mr. Chairman, may I the bill takes a major step in guaran strong tradition by the Committee on
inquire of the time remaining, teeing that strong consumer protec- Commerce of enacting legislation that

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman tions can coexist with transactions In keeps up with the electronic market-froram Virginia (tfr. BLILEY) has 15-/2 cyberspate. I think that we can do place that is changing so dramatically.
minutes remaining. The gentleman both, Mr. Chairman, and I am proud to I urge strong support of this legisla-
from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS) has 7/ support this bill, H.R. 1714, and urge all tion.
minutes remaining. The gentleman of my coleagues to support it. Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yieldfrom Michigan (Mr. DiNGEL-) has I Mr. BLILCY. Mr, Chairman, I yield 3 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from
minutes remaining minutes to the gentleman from Ohio California (Ms. LOFGRgN), a member of

Mr. DINCELL. Mr. Chairman, I yield (Mr. OXLEY). the Committee on the Judiciary.
2 minutes to the distinguished gentle- (Mr. OXLEY asked and was given Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Chairman, I amwoman from California (Ms. ESHOO). permission to revise and extend his re- pleased to appear today in favor of 1714,

Ms. ESHOO. Mr. Chairman, I thank marks.) especially after the Imlee amendment
the gentleman from Michigan, the dis- Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in is adopted. I would like to say thattinguished ranking member of the strong support of H.R. 1714. some of the tinge of rhetoric that ap-
House Committee on Commerce. for Last Thursday, Mr. Chairman. the preaches partisanship. I think, is un-
granting me the Z minutes, especially House passed legislation to modernize fortunate.
since we hold opposing views on this, the laws that govern our financial se- I am privileged to serve with the gen-
But I sincerely appreciate it. ices industry. The laws we changed tleman from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS),

Mr. Chairman. I rise in support o were more than 60 years old and had the ranking member, who really hasH.R. 1714. and I urge my colleagues to been bypassed in recent years by the played such a leadership role in so
do support its passage, marketplace. Congress was in many many high-tech issues this year, in-I would lIke to thank the gentleman ways just trying to catch up with what cluding the patent reform bill and thefrom Virginia (Mr. BLILEY), the distin- had already happened. The lessons we Y2K reform bill. I mean we are here be-
guished chairman of the full com- learned in that debate I think are quite cause we are dealing with difficult
mitten, for his work on the legislation clear. If Congress cannot respond times, a transition from the analog
and for all of my colleagues for their quickly to the changes in the market- world to the digital world, and I thinkinterest in this very important public place and update the applicable laws, that as we do that, we have to create a
policy area, the inevitable result will be more harm transition rule for the parts of theAs many of my colleagues know, I than good. The longer we wait to act. country that are not where Silicon
have a legislative history on the issue the more entrenched the various fac- Valley is yet.
of electronic signatures in the Con- lions will become, making it more dif- In doing so, I think it is important
gress, having introduced the first piece ficult for legislation with each passing that we establish some principles. I
of legislation addressing this issue in day. heard the distinguished Member from
the last Congress and succeeding in We do not need another web of incon- Michigan mention contracts of adhe-
passing it into law. That bill required sistent State laws and Federal regula- sion, and clearly contracts of adhesion
Federal agencies to make government tions that will leave coesumers and violate contract law. I think it needs
forms available on-line and accept a businesses guessing whether their con- to be emphasized that nothing in this
person's electronic signature on these tract is valid or notjust because it was bill amends contract law other than
forms, conducted on line. Let us understand the means of transmission. The me-In this Congress, I introduced a bill that the world is changing and the dium for transmission does not change
to expand the legality of electronic sig- Congress needs to change the laws to the substance of the law. A contract is
natures to the private sector. Today, reflect those inevitable changes. Elec- a contract is a contract.
we are going to discuss a very impor- tronic commerce is growing exponen- We recognize that because we are intont amendment to the bill of the gen- tially and will continue to change the a transition area there are certain
tleran from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY), way we conduct our business' Given things that are too high risk to havewhich I believe inproves the bill as it the opportunity before us to enhance fully in electronic commerce in this
relates to consumer protections, electronic commerce in the same man- transition period, including fore-

The bill includes technical neu- ner the marketplace has, it would be closures of real property and the like.trality, and it grants to States who foolish to a large extent not to provide that are outlined in the bill of the gen-
have not yet adopted legislation in this the legal certainty that will benefit tleman from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY). butarea this piece of legislation: and if consumers and facilitate commerce, it is important that we take a step for-
they so wish to come up with more Our laws need to keep up with the sig- ward to promote electronic commerce.
stringent legislation in a given period nificant technological developments. How do I do it? We bought our last
of time, they then can do so. This bill, sponsored by the chairman car on line. And when I get the notices,of the Committee on Commerce, the I just click and file these notices under3 1311 gentleman from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY), my commercial receipts file in my e-

I believe that the Congress must en- is designed to bring legal certainty to mail account. When I go to area-sure that no roadblocks exist which electronic transactions. Legal cer- zon.com, and they send me the notices
would stymie the growth of e-com- tainty. The parties need to understand of where my books are on the way, Imecce. So I think the Congress must that when they sign that contract file those in a pending file. Some day,
act to bridge the gap between now and there s a legal binding obligation on all of us will do that.
the time when every State has passed both of them, and the handwritten sig- For now, this bill, with the amend-
an updated form of the Uniform State nature more and more becomes less ment, will allow all of America to
Law Code. The projections for the and less significant, move forward.
growth of e-commerce and its effect on Mr. Chairman. this is another essen- Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2our economy are just simply too over- tial step necessary for our economy to minutes to the gentleman from New
whelming. Business to business e-cor- take advantage of the efficiencies of York (Mr. FOSSELLA), a distinguished
merce was nearly five times greater electronic commerce. This is the same member of the committee.
than e-commerce in the consumer mar- exact legislation most of us supported Mr. FOSSELLA. Mr. Chairman, Iket, reaching 143 bIllion just last year. just last week. I will also be supporting thank the chairman of the Committee

This bill ensures that our laws do not the amendment by our friend, the gen- on Commerce. the gentleman from Vir-
impede this staggering growth, and tleman from Washington (Mr. INSLEE), ginia (Mr. BILY). for yielding me this
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time, and I compliment him for his ef-
forts and his leadership.

The American people want action,
they just do not want words. And when
we add this to the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, and as was mentioned ear-
lier the Financial Modernization Act
that was passed overwhelmingly by the
House and Senate last week, I think
the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Bi-
LcY) deserves a lot of credit from this
Congress because, ultimately. it means
good things for the American con-
sumers, more jobs, and coming out on
the side of growth, such as the case
with the Electronic Signatures in Glob-
al and National Commerce Act.

I rise today in support of H.R. 1714,
the Electronic Signatures in Global
and National Commerce Act. As of
today, the success of electronic com-
merce has led 44 States to enact laws
to provide recognition for electronic
signatures and records. However, all 44
statutes ara different and many only
recognize the use of electronic signa
tures and records in governmental
transactions. In today's global econ-
omy. a certain level of uniformity is
necessary in order to conduct the busi-
ness over State and international bor-
ders. That is common sense i

While electronic commerce, in the
ory, represents the perfect model of
interstate commerce, these many con-
flicting standards lead to legal uncer-
tainty, to the point whe it becomes
impossible to effectively me electronic
sinatures in the digital arena.

H.R 1714 creates a uniform nation
wide legal standard for the use and ac-
ceptance of electronic signatures and
electronic records in interstate tom
merce. It allows parties the freedom to
set their own rules for using electronic
signatures and electronic records in
interstate commerce. Any contracts or
agreements developed electronically by
the agreeing parties have full legal ef-
fect.

H.R. 1714 furthermore recognizes the
progress that States have already made
in the area of electronic signatures and
allows them to pass any statute that
complies with the basic principles of
this Federal bill.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues
tojoin me in supporting this important
bill. It is common sense and it puts
Congress on the side of facilitating and
encouraging economic growth instead
of standing in its way.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
4 minutes to the gentleman from Cali-
fornia (Mr. BERNia)

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman. I think
the entire body wholly supports and we
want to use this opportunity to encour-
age the growth of the Internet and e-
commerce, but moving to a digital
world, moving to the world of the
Internet. it does not follow that every
principle of Federalism and every prin-
ciple of consumer protection should be
wiped out, obviated and extinguished
in the name of advancing e-commerce
and e-contracts and esignatures

Eliminating hard fought laws, both
State and Federal. that make sure that
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a consumer has the information that quirements for important notices, dis-
they need to make informed decisions closures. or retained records necessary
takes us back to the age of scans and for regulatory or supervisory govern-
frauds, but this time in the on-line en- met activities.
vironment. We have been so successful This amendment, the Dingell amend-
in developing a legal environment that ment. is the very same language as the
gives consumers' rights and assures bipartisan compromise reached by Mr.
that outlaw merchants are dealt with. ABRAHAM and Mr. LEAnY in the Senate.
it is not necessary and it benefits no If H.R. 1714 were to pass the House. it
one for the Internet to become the would never see the light of the day In
place for unscrupulous businesses to the Senate. it would be vetoed by the
flourish. My fear is that H.R. 1714, the administration, and it would mark us
underlying bill sponsored by the gen- as supporting an anti-consumer bill.
tleman from Virginia (Mr. BLILY). I urge opposition to the bill and sup-
would lead us down that path, port for the Dingell Conyers amend-

The high-teeh industries are seeking ment.
an Immediate Federal law validating Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield 3
electronic contract formation to help minutes to the gentleman from Roe-
pave the way for the growth of elec- noke. Virginia (Mr. G0ODLATrE).
tronic commerce until States can Mr. GOODLATTE. Mr. Chairman, I
adopt a recently promulgated Uniform want to thank the gentleman for yield-
Electronic Transaction Act. We need to ing me this time, and I especially want
provide that help. but H.R. 1714 goes to thank the gentleman from Virginia,
way, way beyond this need. It satisfies the chairman of the Committee on
a mch broader, much more controver- Commerce. for his leadership on this
sial. long-range desire of financial sert- issue. He has been at the forefront of
ices and insurance industries to acecom- this issue throughout this Congress,
plish the goal of the financial services, and this is vitally important legisla-

HR. 1714 seriously undercuts hard ton that I urge my colleagues to sup-
fought consumer protections as well as port and to oppose any substitutes or
both Federal and State regulatory re any alternatives.
quirements. The bill threatens a The previous gentleman made ref-
State's ability to adopt a uniform erence to protecting consumers. In my
State law with a permanent preemp- opinion, this legislation does more to
tion provision, help consumers in the transactions

The National Conference of State that they participate in than anything
Legislatures. in their letter of Noven- that we could do with relation to mak-
ber 1, opposes H.R. 1714. stating that Ing sure that they get prompt and ado-
the legislation will eviscerate con- quate disclosure about contracts they
sumer protections and impede the sign.
States' insurance securities and bank- 01 1315
ing agencies in their regulatory over-
sight of the financial services industry. None of the current Federal or State
This from the State legislatures. laws are abrogated in terms of notices

In a letter we received today. the Na- that go to consumers regarding par-
tional Consumers Law Center, the ticular transactions that they partici-
United Ante Workers, and the Con- pate in. They simply will be allowed to
sumers Union ecpressed their opposi- receive those notices electronically
don for the underlying bill, and even now. And that has a number of very
with the Inslee amendment, and their positive benefits.
support for the Dingell-Canyem-La- First, it is faster. If there is a change
Falce-Gephardt substitute. n circumstances. if there is a problem

States and the Federal Government with a product, a defect, they are going
chould have the opportunity to review to get that notice much more quickly
their writing requirements and deter- electronically than they will get it
mine whieh can be done away with and through the mail.
which scendards should apply in each Secondly, it is cheaper. Some types
specific situation where electronic of financial transactions are log times
records may be substituted. A reckless more costly to conduct in person than
uninformed broad-brush approach, such they are if they can conduct the trans-
as we see in H.R. 1714. is offensive to action electronically. And if they are
this notion. We cannot blindly wipe dealing with somebody en the other
away State and Federal writing re- side of the country, the delay in being
quirements and then provide a narrow able to participate in that and close
patchwork of exceptions and opporto- that contract, because we do not have
sites for only States. not the Federal a nationally recognized standard for
Government. not Federal regulatory accepting digital signatures, is very
agencies, to reettablish requirements costly to consumers as well as to other
where needed after some disastrous people. Business people engage in busi-
systemic failure. ness-to-business transactions. as well.

The substitute amendment offered by But probably the most important
the ranking member, the gentleman reason why this is more helpful to con-
from Michigan (Mr. DINGELL) and his sumers than current law is that the In-
colleagues. provides the needed uni- formation they get will be better; it
formity as to contract formation. It will be more comprehensive.
gives the boost that is needed for a- If they have a notice about a par-
commerce without interfering with ex- ticular disclosure that is required
isting laws that address writing re- under the law for a real estate closing
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or a bank loan. whatever the case Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, how lation. While I facer an implementation of the
might be, and they do not understand a much time do we have remaining? use of electronic signatures, this measure sets
particular word in that notice, under The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. a policy path of electronic commerce and
electronically transmitted informa- MILLER of Florida). The gentleman computer dependence, and strips key federal
tion, the bank or the other company from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY) has 8 min- and consumer safeguards and protections
providing the information can put a utes remaining. The gentleman from from transactions.
whole host of other Information en- Michigan (Mr. COWERS) has 12 min- I hate deep reservations about this tegisla-
line. They can click on a particular utes remaining. The gentleman from lien for masons which I brought fodh on the
word in that notice and get an expla- Michigan (Mr. DINGELL) has I minutes floor last week. One specific concern which I
nation of it. a definition of the word. if remaining. reined at that time wee thnt HR 1714 cm
they do not understand what it means Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I reserve plaiely undermines pretections afforded by
In that particular cnt, the balance of my time, laws and regulations such as the Consumer

So from the standpoint of the con Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I yield Credit Protection Act, Truth in Saving, the
sumer, this is vitally important. 2 minutes to the distinguished gen- Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act and

Secondly. from the standpoint of uni- tleman from Minnesota (Mr. VENT0). other key consumer laws such as the Magnu-
formity, of having one national area of Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, I thank son Moss Act, which is the federal law requir-
commerce to be able to conduct bust- the distinguished gentleman from ing basic information about the extent and lim-
ness across State lines without the dif- Michigan (Mr. DINGELL) for yielding itations of warranties to cnsumers.
ficulitles that come firm a morass of, a me the time. I requested to offer an amendment last night
variety of different laws from different Mr. Chairman. I rise in opposition to at wies which would add these protections to
States, that is vitally important. chis bill. I would have opposed the rule the provisions excluded in the bill, so that

Now. instead of being only able to had I been here and requested a rollcall these laws would not be overridden. Unfdu-
buy from people nearby them alt go- vote. The fact of the matter is, late in nately, this amendment was not made in order
arned by the samne State law. people the session, first this is attempted to by the Rules Committee. By preserving, not
are now empowered to buy things by be passed on suspension of the rules. It preempting the requirements of these laws
auction or other ways on-line from a has been a moving target for the last 3 that afford consumers key information at the
whole host of different ways. weeks in terms of how this bill can be right time before, durng and after transactions

I urge Members to reach across the sold to the Members of this body. are consummated, the Vento amendment
line. We have had some differences on I think any discussion or evaluation would have assured that essential information
this bill. Let us have a strong bipar- of this measure yields more and more required by federal laws and regulations would
tisan vote It had almost a two-thirds problems that are Inherent in the bill. not be made electronically when a consumer
vote when it came up under suspension. The fundamental bill in terms of elec- might not have a computer, might hatve a bro-
Let us ele It a majorit here today tronic signatures. as has been pointed ken computer or penter, might acquire a new

Mr. IJNGELL. Mr. Chairman, I yield out by some of my other colleagues, e-mail address er service provider, or might
I minute to the distinguished gen- probably could have been passed with not cleady understand the impodance of nti-
tleman from Washington State (Mr. near unanimous support in this body. cations or disclosures that they assent to ob-
INSLEE). The fact is that this bill does notJust taininpelectionic electrnically, never to read

Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in deal with electronic signature but goes or know if they missed it. Without these pro-
support of H.R. 1714 after completion of on to invade a plethora of both State tections, populations like our seniors who are
our amendment. and national laws which are at the already at a technological disadvantage will be

I want to thank the gentleman from heart, basically, of financial trans- rendered even more vulnerable.
Michigan (Mr. DINGELL)., the gentleman actions and consumer protection, I also offered an amendment which would
from Michigan (br. CONYERS). and the which have received the deliberate have added a new section providing privacy
gentleman from New York (Mr. LA- judgment of this Congress for decades protections to this legislation. This too was re-
FALcE) for their guidance and long- and, I trust, that of legislatures across jected by the Rules Committee. Digital signa-
time leadership on consumers issues, this country' tures will make it easier for consumers to buy
They have helped me craft this amend- It fundamentally invalidaes any goods and services directly from the comfort
meet in a way that I think will help State law and a host of Federal laws of their own homes, and allows businesses an
cansumers. that are inconsistent with the provi- unprecedented oppoduni to reach morm cus-

I want to thank the gentleman from sions of this bill. It permits consumers toners. This expansion of e-Commere, how-
Virginia (Chairman BLILEY) for his simply on the assumption that they ever, should not come at the expense cf at-
coart in tryisg tc put this tgeLher. understand what is in the disclosure lowing for the misuse or exploitation of a wide

Mr.dcuments and records o dispense range of consumer data. This amendment
leagues that I believe we have a prod- with them and o receive them dlen- would hate alowed consumers to regain
uct, after completion of our amend- tronscall. soe cnlrol over their own personal nform-
ment, that is pro-consumer. I will tell I woulXijust suggest that the efforts lon without unnecessarily hindering Intemet
my colleagues two reasons. Number to date to try and repair this by virtue seices which collect information for legiti-
one. this Is a consumer freedom bill. It of accepting something like the Inslee mate purposes, and replace the self regulated
gives consumers a new freedom and the amendment simply sugarcoats the end environment that is being promoted today-
freedom to be allowed to receive infor- result. The end result will be the same. without standards or compliance and no en-
mation and complete transactions elec- I appreciate the effort of the gee- fercement It is unworkable and unacceptable.
cronically, a right, a freedom that will tleman to try and protect consumers. Speciically, my amendment would hate ds-
remain theirs and theirs alone. Only But, in the end, I think that that pro- allowed any Internta sevice from passing on
consumers will have the prerogative to posal may make something more pant- information to a third party unless clear and
decide whether or not transactions are able that is indigestible in terms of conspicuous notice is provided and consumers
electronic. what goes down am allowed an opportunity to direct that the in-

Secondly, Mr. Chairman, I want to This bill fundamentally is an over- oranlion not be shared. In addiion, con-
make abundantly clear throughout this reach. It sunsets all of these State laws sumers would be able to require a copy of the
debate, nothing in my amendment or with the right for States to come back information compiled about them at no charge.
the bill. nothing, not one word, will re- and reenact them. and allowed to review, verify or correct such
move one single consumer protection Well, we all know the host of special data. Interet senies would still be able to
to receive a notice of any law in this interest groups that are going to be share information with their affiliates, allowing
coun ty State. Federal. or municipal. there waiting to oppose that both at them to perform necessary transactional sew-
Look at page 3 of our amendment. the Federal and State level such enact- ices and functions- Most importantly, this
Nothing will remove the right to get ment. It just is breathtaking. And it is amendment woeld have ensured that those
this notice. dumping and reneging on consumer businesses which offer services or products

All it does is it changes from papyrus laws that exist and protect individuals. over the enternet take affirmative responsibility
or lambskin to electronic at the con- Mr. Chairman, I ise today in support of the to maintain the iniegity of the information
sumer's request, amendment, and against the undedying legis- being accumulated.
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Recently, the House included privacy provi- purter to maximum advauntage beause Mr. Chairman. at our hearings on the

sions into the Financial Services Modernize- they are far more interested in oppor- Committee on the Judiciary, we were
lion legislation. This was a step forward in the tunity than in security, told that legislation was needed to n-
areca of providing safeguards for consumer In fact, when they were recently sure the validity of electronic agree-
data. However, we are all well aware that con- asked in a survey what was more in- ments entered into by private parties
sums regarding the protection of consumer portant to them, opportunity or secu- until the States are able to adopt the
data go far beyond the realm of the financial rity, they saw opportunity overwhelm- uniform electronic transactions act. In
world. It is important that we In Congress sup- Ingly as more important to them. They other words, it was needed to fill the
pod a clear and consistent message when wanted to be able to protect them- gap until the States could act.
dealing with rhe issue of Informaton collection selves, certainly, but they feel empow- That made sense. But then the bill
and use. This amendment would expand pd- ered to do that on their own.. was hijacked. Instead of filling the gap.
vacy regulations to ensure mhat consumew as The fact is that the consumers that it preempted the field; it prohibits the
well as businesses urn able to utilize tech- will he affectod by this bill will he em- States from enacting the uniform law.
notgy to its fulest potential without infringing powerd. wilt be advantaged by this as California has just recently already
on the bas o right to privacy. legislation. It is not just companies done, in a way that presees consumerSome of my other concers have been ad- who will be able to operate more effi- prtecn. It even prohibit the States

dressed by the DingellhConyerlLaFale/Gaep- cienrly. It Is consumers who want the from reenacting those protections to
hardt amendment, which I have cosponsored ability to use their computers, to use the eotent that we supercede them.
This substitute amendment recognizes that in the Internet in the most efficient and Now, hew da people wh nsly yester-
order to ha succesl, e-Commes tan ot effective and legal, manner possible. d ore wavingethe hnl

The fact is that in day Were waving the banner of States'
pit high-tech business against consumers. Ad- sumers who will be using e-cocorrce, rights and espousing federalism defend
ditionaly, it deals with another prote which have the oppor- a bill that sets aside the will of the
I raised last week, by not ud mining State tunity to affirmatively States co such a cavalier fashion?
dghts and judgment in dealing with issuoes Well, we hear the term "uniformity."
such as what records must be retained in electronialy. It ensures that noisting Yet if uniformity were all they were
paper taos acd when and how consomers consumer protection laws that are in after, they would have been satisfied to
must be notified about changing cir- place today are maintained. The fact is let the bill sunset as the uniform act is
cumstances or enforcement of key contract that we build upon the tows that exist adopted by each of the States over the
tems. Additionally, it provides that a contract today coming months. And they did not. It Is
may not be denied legal effect or enforce- This is going to come. It can either not in the bill.
ability solely because an etectrnic signature come with the support, the encourage- What the proponents of the hill real-
or electronic record was used in its formation, ment, the empowerment by the Con- ly want is to arrest the process, to pre
These are common sense measures which griss, or it can come despite the Con- vent the States from preserving con-
ensure that consumers are not the gress. We ought to work for and with sumer protection laws, which they
unsuspecting victims in the excitement to oa- the new economy, not in opposition to want to do away with. It is that simple.
brace techno ogical advances in commercial its culture and its opportunities. It is one thing to try to ensure the ye-
dealings. My comments are really directed to lidity of electronic signatures. I sup-

In conclusion, I feel that the House should my own party becase I know that the port that effort, and I am sure if that
address the issue of etectronc signatures in opposition is well intentioned; and it is was the import of the legislation It
its totality, and H.R. 1714 fails to address sen- thoughtful and it is knowledgeable. would pass unanimously in this body.
eam areas which should be further improved. But it is wrong and shortsighted. The But it is another attempt to use this
The consequences of moving too quickly on reality is that what we are debating is legislation as an end run around State
the implementationofa legistatiosn whilt en already happening taday. consumer protection legislation. That
pand e-Cowmmerman o cotta nderostiwted. Digitized signatures work. People is what this bill is all about.
The law of unintended consequences should find them to be not only easier to use I urge adoption of the substitute and
be avoided by not over reaching with the un- but. in fact. entirely consistent with defeat of the bill.
deriping measure. With the vast potential that the economy in which they are oper- Mr. Chairman, I rse in opposition to this bill
the Inteet promises. it is ital that we cn- ating. This will show that the Congres and in support of the DiogeltConyrs-LaFalcea-
sider the interests and needs of businesses can he ahead of the curve, that Con- Gephardt substitute.
The industry and consumers equally so that greas can play a constructive role, that What we have here, Mr. Chairman, is a
everyone can benefit from this ventum, the Congress can be leading instead of case of legislative hijacking. A bill intended to

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 impeding Instead of always trying to enhance the ease and secuty of elecronic
minutes to the gentleman from Vir- play catch-up like we had to do with transactions has been commandeered. By a S1-
ginia (Mr. MORAN). the Financial Services Modernization nania services industry that sees an oppor-

Mr. MORAN of Virginia. Mr. Chair- Act tnity to sweep aside a geneaion of state
man. we have heard a lot about the dig- Look to the consumers who are using laws. Laws that enshrine such familiar and
ital divide. And certainly one exists be- the Internet. They are asking for this fuedamenal concepts as proper notice. Full
tween those school systems and co- ability to use digitized signatures. This disclosure Informed consent. Twth in lending.
musicies who can afford to he wird is what the new economy is all about. Fair credit pracices.
and those who cannot. This Is why we are so prosperous. We These laws have helped ensure that the or-

But there is also a digital divide in ought to be part of this progress by dinary citizen will not be taken advantage of
the Congress. It is between those who contributing to it and certainly not op- by powerful commercial interests who have all
understand the new economy and what pose thou htful legislation like this.

trundrsan te e eonmyan wa Mr. D G ELL. Mr. Chairman, I yield the leverage. Who hold all the cards, And in
constructive role we can play in it and minute to the distinguished gem' so doing, these laws have helped maintain aI miuteto te dstiguised en-thriving economy that depends on consumer
those who are afraid of it and feel the tleman from Massachusetts (Mr. cogdecon
need to protect us from it. ccooidencThepeole ho re sin th Iner-DELAHUNT).

The people who are using the Inter Mr CONYERS. Mr. Chairman. I yield That is supposedly what this bill is about,
net with their computers around the 1% minutes to the gentleman from Consumer confidence in electronic trans-
country tend to be more confident of Massachusetts (Mr. DElAHUNT), my actions. Yet ironically, by undermining state
themselves than we are of them and colleague on the Committee on the Ju- protetions, this bill will erode consumer con-
their ability to sue the New Economy diciary. fidenco. Not enhance it. If this bill becomes
to their advantage. They, in many The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The law, consumers will have fwer rights. And
ways, are more knowledgeable than we gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. they will be less cedain what rights they m-
are about the role that computers can DELAHUNT) is recognized for 21/2 winI- tain. Hardly a recipe for consumer confidence.
play in making their lives easier and utes. At our heaings, we were told that federal
more productive. They certainly want Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr. Chairman, I legislation was needed to ensure the validity
to be empowered to have the choice of thank both gentlemen for yielding me of electronic agreements entered into by pit-
whether or not they will ue their comn- the time. vate parties until the states are able to adopt,
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lhe Uniform Electronic Transactions Act. In
other words, it was needed to fill the gap until
the states could act.
But then the bill was hijacked. Instead of fill-

log the gap, it preempts the field. It prohibits
the statee from enacting the uniform law-as
Celiforsia has recently done-in a way that
presones consumer protections. It even pro-
hiblts the states from RE-enacting those pro-
lections Bo the extent we supersede them.
How do people who only yesterday wow

waving the banner of "states rights" defend a
bill that sets aside the will of the ates in so
cavalier a fashion?

They do so in the name of "uniformity.'" yet
it uniformity were all they were after, they
would have been satisfied to let this bill sunset
as the Uniform Act is adopted by each of the
slates over the coming months.

What the proponents of the bill wealy want
is to enest that process. To prevent the states
from preserving consumer protection laws
whch they want to do away with' It is one
thing to try to ensure the viability of electronic
signatures, and I support that effort. But it is
another to use this legislation as an "end run"
around slate consumer protection laws.
Apart from the policy onsiderations, it

raises serious conshtuonal questions. Given
the recent holdings cf the Supreme Court re-
garding the limits Of congressional power, I
have serious doubts that we hane the author-
ity to preclude the states from re-racting
laws in an area of commewial activity that lien
so squarely within their traditional sphere of
competence.

We should do all we can to embrace and
encourage the development of electronic com-
merce. But it that mave new digital world is to
provide hospitable to human habilatio, we
must tahe with us the great advances in the
law that have made this wodd habitable.

I am ready and willing to support a bill that
does this, Mr. Chaiman, but the current pro-
posal fails too far short of the mark That is
why it is opposed by the Administmrtion, and
by every major consumer organization in the
country.

I urge my colleagues to oppose the bill and
support the substitute.
Mr. BLILEY Mr. Chairman, how

much time do I have remaining?
The CHAIRMAN pro empore. The

gentleman from Virginia (Mr. BLILEY)
has 5 minutes remaining. The gon
tleman from Michigan (Mr. DNcELL)
has 3 minutes remaining.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentlewoman from New
Jersey (Mrs. ROUKEMA).

"] 1330
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I

thank the gentleman for yielding me
this time. I will not take the entire 2
minutes. I had not anticipated speak-
ing on behalf of the general debate, but
I certainly do rise in strong support of
this proposal.

I want to make it clear here that this
is not anti-cnsumer, it is both pro-
business and pro-consumer, it really
does not denigrate or eliminate any
consumer protections that are cur
rntly in law, and it goes beyond that.
I particularly am a strong supporter of
the Inslee amendment and would like
to speak en that at the appropriate
time,

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-HOUSE
I want to congratulate the chairman

of the Committee on Commerce for his
leadership here. This is exoellent legis-
lation. As a member of the Committee
on Banking and Financial Services, I
will look forward to continuing to
work in the future on other aspects of
e-commerce as it relates to more spe-
cific banking legislation.

I rise today in strong support of H.R. 1714,
the Electronic Signatures in Global and Na-
tional Commerce Act.

The bill accomplishes the two major, and
often conflicting, goals of being both Pro Bus,
nes and Pro Consumer. As we have heard.
millions of Americans am shopping via the
[ntewel everyday. The growth in e-cmmerce
is expected to explode in the next 2 years with
U.S. Consumers spending billions on line by
the year 2001. E-commere is happening as
we speak. We hern in Congress should do ev
erything we can to promote e-oommerce. I be-
lieve H.R. 1714 stdkes the right balance be-
tween encouraging the growth of i-commerce
while including common sense consumer pro-
tections.

The bill is Pro Business because it ensures
that Internet transactisns have the same legal
effect and rcognition as paper transactions.
This is accomplished by establishment of a
federal law which recognizes e-signatures as
having the same force and effect as an ink
signature. In addition, required records and
disclosures may be delivered electronically IF
the Consumer "opts in".

The bill is Pro Consumer because it encor-
ages the growth of e-commerce-which has
led to lower poces, greater choice and round
the clock availability. These develvpments are
all Pro Consumer.

Later on we are going to consider the Ins-
leelEsholctooleylMoanaRoukewa Amend-
ment. This Amendment includes several prvi-
sons from H.R. 2626, the Electronic Disclo-
sures Delivery Act of 1999, which I introduced
on September 1st along with Mr. INSLEE and
Mr. Luzlo. The Amendment is pro consumer
because it provides the additional consumer
protections such as (1) Customer "opt in" for
electronic delivery specifically required, (2)
clear requirements on review, retention and
printing of documents and disclosures, (3) the
ability of a Customer to "opt out" of electronic
delivery at any tme.

I thought these were good provisions when
I introduced H.R. 2626. I thought they were
good provisions when proposed before the
Rules Committee, and that is why I cospon-
sored the Inslee Amendment. It clearly tin-
proves the Bill and we should approve the Is-
tee Amendment later on when we have the
uppodunrty.

Mr. Chairman, this bill is an extremely good
bill. I urge strong support for H.R_ 1714.

Mr. DINGELL Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, the issue here is a
very simple one. It is not about wheth-
er the contract may be signed elec-
tronically. Everyone here is in agree-
ment that that is a good thing. It is
about the notices which follow after
that, notices of waste on a real estate
contract, notice of failure to comply
with requirements for insurance, fail-
ures of the electronic media to deliver.

An interesting thing to note would be
that this proposal is going to come just
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in time, if it is signed into law. for the
year 2K bug to bite. The question that
has to be asked is what happens if the
Internet provider is down and the indi-
vidual does not get the notice. What
happens if on that particular day there
is a virus that contaminates the oper-
ation of the recipient or the sender, so
the recipient never gets it. Look at the
wide array of notices which are ex-
tremely Important and which are pro-
tected in a wide array of State laws,
notices of nonpayment of taes, notices
which would vitiate a mortgage, enti-
tie the mortgagor to cancel or to fore-
close. Those are things which would
hurt the mortgagee.

I would ask my colleagues to under-
stand that what we are trying to do
here Is not to stop electronic com-
merce or the signing of contracts elec-
tronically but, rather, to assure that a
wider array of judgments are available
to the purchaser and that he may then
insist that he get, for very good reason.
certain kinds of notices which he
might view as being important. The
mortgagor or the seller or the vendor
under the contract has every right to
ask that individual if he will then
change the contract to waive those
rights. But we are trying to protect
historic rights that have always be-
longed to purchasers under written
contracts under the law of the several
States.

I would give Members just one last
quote. Under Statement of Administra-
tion Policy, the administration makes
this statement, and Members should be
aware that they are probably looking
at a veto here:

"The administration believes that en
bloc amendments fall short of elimi-
nating serious defects in H.R. 1714. The
Secretaries of Commerce, Housing and
Urban Development. and the Treasury
will recommend the President veto
H.R. 1714 with the en bloc amendments.
For the reasons explained below and in
the enclosed Statement of Administra-
tion Policy, the administration would
support adoption of the Gephardt-Din-
gell-LaFalce-Conyers substitute.'"

Let us try to pass something which
will make progress, something which
will protect consumers, something
which will move forward electronic
commerce but not something which af-
fords enormous operation to hurt inno-
cent purchasers around this country.

Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself the balance of my time.

This has been an interesting debate.
First of all let me say that this bill
came out of the Committee on Com-
merce unanimously August 5. We hate
worked with the minority. It was origi-
nally scheduled for October 18 on the
floor. They asked for further consider-
ation. We pulled it. And we worked. Ev-
erything was all in agreement. And
then last Friday, the White House
comes down here and gets a meeting
with the Democrat leadership and all
of a sudden this becomes a terrible bill.
Nothing rould be further from the
truth. This is a thing to prevent this
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legislation being adopted on Repub- I urge my colleagues to protect consumers of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subsection
licans' watch, and reject H.R. 1714. (c)(1).

Let me give Members a list of the The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. (c) RETEralOOF COsTRA, t. AcRccIsNTS.A50 RtECORS.-

people who support this legislation: MILLER of Florida). All time for gen- ) ACtoUACY AND ACCncsiIrT.-If e siec-

IBM. Information Technology Asso- era] debate has expired. (). regulaon. er other role cf law reqeiles

cacion of America, Information Tech In lieu of the amendments rn ohe , contract, agreement, or record be in
nology Industry Council. Microsoft, ommended by the Committees on Corn- writing or be retained, shat requirement is
American Insurance Association, AII- merne and the Judiciary now printed in met by retaining an electronic record of the
ance of American Insurers. American the bill, it shall be in order to consider information in the contract, agreement. or
Council of Life Insurance, Council of as an original bill for the purpose of rccrd that-
Insurance Agents and Brokers. Na- amendment under the 5-minute rule an (A) ecccrarely reflects the information set
tional Association of Mutual Insurance amendment in the nature of a sub- forth in the contract. agreement. or recordclonl Asociaion f Muual nsernce ftor ft wes first gerred Iicfn al form
Companies. National Association of stitute printed in the CONGRESSIONAL as an elctnic record: and

Surety Bond Producers, Reinsurance RECORD and numbered I. That amend- (B) emains acessihle, far the period re-
Association of America, Securities In- met shall be considered read. qulred by such statute. regulation. or rule of
dustry Association, America Online, The text of the amendment in the na- law, for later reference, transmission, and
America Electronics Association. GTE. ture of a substitute is as follows: printing,
MCI WorldCom, Cable and Wireless, H.R. 1714 (2) EXCEPTIo.-A requirment to retain a
DLJ Direct, PanA SaL, Telecommuni e dop contract. agrement. or record in accordance

i- Be it ewcted by the Senate and House foRp-n apply i ey i
cations Industry Association, National rettrm efthe UonledSratm ofAcolcao formation o m whose sele prpose Isis o eabi

Retail Federation, Charles Schwab, Fl- Congreo asorarbled the c woract, agreement,. or record 1 be

delity, Ford Motor Credit. National As- SECTION i. SHORT TITL sent. communicated, or received.
soclation of Manufacturers, AT&T, This Act may be cited as the "Electronloc (3) roiiALS.-If a statute, regulatln, or
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and the Signatures In Global and National Com- other role of law requires a contract, agree-
Chamber will score this bill; Invest- mcrce Act". ment, or record to be provided, available, ec
ment Company Institute, Yahoo, TITLE I-VALIDITT OF ELECTRONIC retained in its original form. or provides con-

- REORD AN SINATUES OR OM.sequences if the conract, agreement, or
Equifax. International Biometric In ECORDS AND SIGNATUREb POE COM- seqreeis It teovide , a greeent, or
dustry Association, Consumer Mort- MERCE record i at provded, vatelate, or relained
gage Coalition, Financial Services sEc. ii. GENERL RULE OF iAmIT. el s nalfsr-. then siancte, negnlatloe
Roundable, Sallie Mae, Apple Corn- ha) G EEL RULE-With respect to any or rule of law is satisfied by an electronic

puter. Hewlett-Packard, American contract. aormcnt. or record entered into record that complies with paragraph (1).
or provided In, or affecting. Interstate or fr- (4) CoECKS-If a statute. regulation, or

Bankers Association, Coesumer Bank- elga commerce, notwithstanding any star other role of law require the retendon of a
ers Association, the New York Stock ute. egnion or oiber role of lw, the check. that requirement is satisfied by no-
Exchange. Business Software Alliance, legal affect. validity. or enforceabity on stntion of an electrono record of oil the is

Thin is a good bill. Nobody in this such contract, agreement, or recard shall not ftmeaInn en tbe ot ad bent at she ebech
legislation is coerced to do anything. be denied it accordance with paragraph (l).
They have to agree. And, working with (I) on the grned that the coanrco, agree- S.C. I . UniOIm TO ATOR OR SUPERSEDE

the minority, we say that if there is ment, o record is not in writing if the RULa OEE .Oce R
anything to do with eviction, fore- tract. agreement, or record is 0 electronic (e) Pro den Acme no SUC tte

go Esceps as provided in souhereclen (hI a State
closure, that this is exempted, it is r2on he ground that the cooract, ge oo t or r the rov ion law may
carved out of here, you cannot do it ment or recoro edc - l not a - section tot if such statute. regulationor
this wfrmid by asignature if the contract, agree- role oiw-

Mr. Chairmen, this is a good bill. We ment, or ned s signed or affirmed by an (I)(A) coestitutes an enactrent or adop-
had a great vote a week ago. Let us not electronic signature. tion of the Unit,= Electronic Tromactians
go back on that. Let us move the legis- (b) AUToONOs OF PAwnan 0N COMMEtc Act n reported to the State legislatores by
lation forward, go to conference with (1) Is ccNRAo--With empect to aty can- the Natal Conference at Comintiocers
the Senote, nd then send legislation tract, agreement. or record entered into .r tn Ueiform State Lows. or
tthe resie ndthe. edleilto providled in, or affecting. Inte--at or for- fr taeLw;o

to the PresidearD ml speifies the alternie procedores oreign commerce-rricmoatrte a racpac o

Mrs. MINK ot Hawaii. M Speaker, I dse (Al the parties to such contract. agree- dir omnf toni he eor acceptance (or
loday in opposlion to H.R. 1714, the Elec went, r record may establish procedures Dr batncof i establish the legal effect, tild-
Ironc Signatures in Global and National Cor- requirements regarding the use and accept- ty, or enforceability of contraco. agree,
merce Act ence of elecronic record, aed electrenlc sig meacts or records; and

No one can deny what an amaaing effect atores acceptable to such parties; Il) if enacted or adopted after the date at
the Interet and eleoronit commerce has had (3) the legal effect. validity. or enforce- ena tment oc this Act, makes specific ret-
oa naional and global commerce- The Intemet rbility ef sor contract, agreement, r ...nce to this Act.had allowed some tosiesses to gounch 'a a records bal ot be denied because of tha (b) LUATION Ox ALTERATION OR SUPER
global mareplace is a a nt possible bp type or method of electronic retord or elec- SESSION.-A State statute. regulation. orgrol wkete i o trnic signature selected by the parties in other rule of law (including an inraacetraditional means. rl f a

The remarkable opporunities which the establishing torh procedure, or require- statute, regulation, or other role nI lawI, ce-
c mens and gardls of its date of enactment or adop

Intlernet and elecroni commece provides (c) nothing in this section requires any tin, that modifies, limits. or supersedes see:
needs to be protected by ensurng that elae- party to use or accept eletm.c records or clan 101 shall oat be effective to the extent
tronic signtures and contracts are held as le- eectroni signatures that such stalute, regulatin or rule

gaily valid and binding. H.R. 1714, however, is (i) CONseNT iO tLCTONIt encOneS.--n () discrimnates in facor of or against a
nut the best bill to accomplish this beUse it withstaading sbsection (f) and paragraph specifin technology, process, or techniqoe at
achieves the goal of validai0 eleo c si - (1) of this subectlon- creating. storng, generating, receiving,
natur end contracs sat the erpeose at Awer- (A) if a statute. regulation. or other ruIe of communicating. or authenticating electronic

san cmetrsax requires that a record be provided or reords or electronic signatures;
icon consumem, made aailatble to D conaismer in writing, I discriminates in favor of or against a

It H. 1714 innowes law, we cue expect that requirement shall be satisfied by an specific type or sie of entity engaged In the
that many of our Nation's consumers will un- electronic rscrd if- business of facilltatnlg the use of electronic
knowingly "click away' their dghts because (i) the consumer has separately and affirm- records or electronic tlgnaturet ;
this bill does not ensure that any and all no- aticelyconsenced to din procisin or atai- (0) Is sed an procedurm Dr requirements
ices to consumers about their rights and the ahiity of such record. o, identifid gcoeps of tba. ar nt speoific nr dat are nt publicly
cnnsequences of electronically signing their records that inclde such record. as an elec- available; or
names be either clear or conspicuous. This is tronic record; and (4) is otherwise incnsisient with the po-

unir to consume. especialy (it) has t wthdraan such consent and visions of this title.
fandamenaly o y (B) If soch stoute. regulation. or other (c) ExcEiO.-Notwthstanding tub
those who may not yet be familiar aim (ha role of law loqairet chat a ecrd be re section (b), a State way, by smitse. regulna
concepts of the Internet and electronic co- tamind. that requirement shall be natisfied if titn, or ren of law enocted or adopted after
merco. such record complies with the rquiremenw s the date of oactnment of this Act, require
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specific oticeas tbe provided or made avail- elcrical, digital, magnetic ical elecco- (2) PINCit--The principlas specified in
able in writing if such notices are aeceeary magnetic. or similar capabilities regardless this paragraph are the following:
for the protection of the safety or health of of mediem (A) Free markets and teif-regaianio. rath-
an individual consumer. A consumer may (4) ELcoolc ACt.-The term "eoc- or than government standard-seccing or
nos, prsant to section 10i(b)(2). consent o toronic agent" means a computer program or rules, shoold govern the development and
the provision or availability of such notice In electronic or other automated meaae used use of eleccronic eords and electronic sig-
solely us on electronic record. indepeodently to initiae ae ction or re- --
SEC let. SPECIFI

C 
EXCLUSIONS, speod es electronic records in whole or i (B) Neutrality and nondiscrimination

(a) ExCEPcEn RE ztOREMENS.-The provi- par without review by an Individual at the should be observed among precidee of and

slons of section 101 shall not apply ws a con- time of the action or response. technologie far electronic records aed elec
tract. agreement, or record to the e-tano it (5) REOn.-The term "re ord" means In- tronic signaures.
is governed by- forsoatin that is inscribed an a tangible me. (C) Parties to a transaction should be per-
(e) a statute. regulation. or other rule of dium or that Is stored in an electronic or mitted to etablish requlrements regarding

law governing the creauion and execution of nther medium and it retri .able in per- the ate of electronic rerrds and electronic
wills, codicils. or testamentary trusts; ceiable form. signatures acceptable to such parties.
(2) a statute. egulatio.n, or other rule of (6) Fe-ERAt REGULArORy AENC.'-The (D) Parties to a transaction

Iaw governing adopto dieee or other term "FedenI regulatory agency' means an (I) should be permitted to determine the
matte s of fernly law; agency, as that term is defined in section appropriate authentication technologies and
(3) the Uniform Commercial Code. as in ef- 552(f) of title 5. United States Code, that is implementation models ftr their trens-

fet In any State, other than sections i-i07 athorned by Federal law to impose requlre. actions. with assurance that those tech.
and 1-20 and Articles 2 ad lA; meats by rule, regulation. oardr, or other nologies and implementation models will be
(4) any requirement by a Federal ig. lega linsrumeac. recagnimd and enforced; and

atory agency orself-regulary organization (I) SEcF-EUTOc y anoATO N,--The (ii) shauid have the opportuity t. prove in
that records be flied or maintained hi a spec- term "self-regulatory organization" meaes come or other proceedings that their ahen-
tn ed standard or standards (including a spec- an organiation or entity that Is not a Fed- tication appeaches and their transactions
fled formal or formats). eacept than ething eca regniatoy agency or a State, but that is are valid.
in this paragrph refiese any Federal rega- under the supervione of a Federal reg- (E) Electronic rcords and electronic sig-
atory agency of Its obligations under the latocy ag.ecy and is authoried under Fed' natures in a form acceptable to the parties
Government Paperwork Elimination Act nest lam e adopt and administer ruls appli' should not be denied legal effect, validity, or
(title XVII of Public Law t5-2il: cable to it membert that are unfocsed by enforceability on the ground that they are
(5) ehe Uniform Anatomical Gilt Act: or such organitatin or entity, by a Federal not in writing.
ill the Uniform Healh-Cere Decisions Act. reglatory agency, or by aother self-reg- (F) Dejme or de Poto imposition of stand-
(b) Anr a0 io ", EctInsn. -The priv. latry organization ards an private Industry throogh foreign

sinus of action 101 shall not apply to- TITLE 1-DEVELOPMENT AND ADOPTION adoption of regulations or policies with re-

I1) any contract, agreement, or record en- OF ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE PRODUCTS :pact to electronic records and electronic
tered into between a party and a State ages- AND SERVICES signatures should be avoided.

cy if the Stati agency is not acting as mar- SEC. 101. TREATMETr OF ELECTRONIC SIONA 1G eper based obotacles to electronic
hen participant in or affecting interstate TOOTi N TERTEe A N R- transctions should be removed.

commerce: EIGNCOMeRCE. (c) CONSU 'TiON,--In conducting the at-

() court ordes on notices or oMcial court (a) INQUiRY REGARDnC IMPMElinT TO tivitiles requlrd by this section, the Sec-
documents (including briefs, pleadings. and CotMRCn.- retary shall consult with users and providers
other writings) required to be exected in (1) INQUe RicS etonio.-Within 180 days oflectroni segnature predats and serices
connection with court proceedings; or afte the date of the enactment of this Act. and other mtrested person,,

(31 any notice concering- and biennially thereafter, the Secretary of Ii) poa tY-Nathing in this section shall

(A) the tancelletio or termination i nutl- Commerce, acting through the Aesistant he esceaoed to require the Seretary or the

lty services (including water, heat, and Secretary for Communications and Inferma' Assistant Secratary no e ay action chat
power): Inn. nhall complete an lqoiry to- would adersely affect the privacy of cn-

(B) default, acceleration. reposesslon, (A) identify any domestic and foreign im- s -ners.
foreclosure. or eviction. or the tighteo care. pediments to commerce in electronic srgna lel DncNarriNS.-An tied in this section.
under a credit agreementnotated by. a eur prodnces and services and the manners the ters "electronic cnrd" nd "iec
rental agreement for. . primary residence of in which and e-tent to which such impedi- onic signature" have the meanings pro-

an individual or meats inhibit the development of inteestate vlded in section 1 4 of the Electronic Signa-

(C) the cancellation or termination of ard foreign ccmmerce: tares in Global and National Commerce Act.
health iaurence cr benefits or life insurance (B) identify co- traints impmed by foreign TITLE III-USE OF ELECTRONIC IECORDS
benefits (excluding annuities). nation or intenational organieations that AND SIGNATURES UNDER FEDERAL SE.
SEC. 104. STUD constitute barers to provides of electronic CURITIES LAW

(a) FOcLOWUP STOy.-Within 5 years ofter signature prodocts or serices, and SEC. 30i. GENERAL VALIDITY OF ELECTRONIC
the date of enactment of this Act, the Sec (C) identify the degree to which other na. eaCORuS AND SIGNATURES.
retary of Commeee. acting throagh the An tins and international orgmneations are Section lof the Securitie Enchnge Act of
sinnant Secrtry far Communication; and complying with the principles in Subsection 1IM (15 US.C. 78) is amended by adding at
Information. shall conduct an inqairy re (b)(2). the end the following new subsection
garding any State statutes. regulations. or Il SunicSSION.-The Secretary shall stb "'h) RErEnENCS T WRITTEN RECNS AND
ether oleS of law e.cted or adopted after mit a report to the Congres regarding the gicNATRo-
sur date of enactment persoant to section results of each such inqairy within 90 days '(I) GENERAL VoresTY or rccavNoC
102(a). and the eent to which such statutes. after the concioson of snh iaqury. Such re- FtCcliS AND SihNAtREas- cept as other-
regulations. and roles comply with sectian pert shall include , description of the ac- wio provided in this subsection-
10i(b). titas taken by the Secretary pusant so "(Al I a contract. agreement, or record (as
(b) REPOtt.-The Secretary shall submit a Subsection (t) of this section. defined in subsection (a)(37)) Is required by

report to the Congress regarding the results (b) PROMOTON Or ELECTRONIC Si0A- the securities laws or any rule or regulation
of such inqoiry by the conclusion of such 5- s.-- thereunder (incloding a rule or regulation of
year period. (1) REQWe0ED ArONs.-The Secretary of a self-regulatory organaloo), and s -
SEC. 10. DEFINITIONS Commerce. acting through the Assistant quired by Federal or State etatute, regula

For purposes of this title: Secretary fcr Communications and Infere,- tion, or other rale of law to be in writing.
(1) ECTIONIC ECORD.-The term "'eto tion, shall promote the acceptance and use. the legal effect, validity, or enforceability of

ironic record" mean , writing, document. on an international basis, of electronic sig such contract, agreement, at record ohall not
or other record created, stored, generated, natcre in accordance with the principles be denied on the ground that the contract.
received. or communicated by electrenic specified in paragraph (2) and in a manner agreement, or retard is not i, writing if the
means consitent with section 101 If this Act. The contract, agreement. or record is an elec.

(2) ELECTiOOiC SIsNATO.--The term Secretary of Commerce hall take all actions tronic record;
"electronic signature" means information or necessary in a manner consistent with such "(E if a contract. agreement. or record is
data in electronic farm, attached to or logi- principles to eliminate at reduce. to the reqaired by the soerities laws nany rule or
cally associated with an electronic record, maximum aetent possible, the impedints regulation the eunder (including a rule or
and esecuted or adopted by a paen or an to coeanorce in electronic signatures. in- reglocin of a self-regelatory orga aion).
electronic agent of a person, with the intent cluding those identified in the inquiries and is required by Federal or State statute,
to sign a contract, agreement. or record. under subsection (a) for the purpose of facili- regulation. or other ren of law to be signed,
(3) EcECTRONIC.-The ter "electronic" tating the development of interstate and for- the legal effect, validity. or enforceability of

means of or relating to technology having eign commerce. such contract, agreement, or record shall not
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be denied on the ground that .h contract.
agreement, or record is ant signed or is eat
affirmed by a signature if the contract,
ag.ement, or record is signed or affirmed by
an electronic signature: and

.C) if a biker. dealer, transfer agent. in-
vesement adviser, or intement company
enters into a controot or agreement with. or
accepts a record from. a customer or other
cttnterpaay. such bcoker, dealer, transfer
agent, investment adviser, or investmato
company may accept and rely upon a elet-
tronic signature on such tont7t, agree-
meet, or ratted, aod such electronic signa-
turashall not be denied legal effect, validity,
or enforceability beause it is an electronic

"(2) ~Lt ireqTiraTion.,-

(A) RescAioNS-The Commission may
prescribe such regulations as may be net-
esary to cary out this subsection con-
sistent with the public Interest and the pro
tectian of Investors,

.. 0) NoNDiSCR!sisc ION.-The mgulations

prescribed by the Commission under sub
paragraph (A) shall not-

(I) disorimnate in favor of or agains a
specific technology' method. or technique of
creating, storing, generating, receiving.
communicating, or authenticating eleotonin
records or electronic signatres or

"fit) disoriminate in favor of or against a
specific type or size of entity engaged in the
business of facilitating the s of electronic
rcords or electronic signatures.

(3) Ett N.-Notwtthoatnding any
other pravision of this subsectlon-

'(A) the Conmiossion, an appropriate rg-
latory agency, or o oIf-regolatry orgaiza-
tin may inquire mhat records be filed or
mainoined in a specified standard or stand.
ards (including , specified format or for-
mats) if the records are required to be sub-
mitted to the Commission, an appropriate
regulatory agency, or a self-eglatory orga-
eization. respectively, or are reqird by the
Commission. an appmpliato regulatory
agency, or a teIf-regelatey organization to
be retained: and

'(B) the Commission may reqire that on-
tracts. ageements, or retteds relating to
purchases and sole, er stablishing accon
for conduring purchases and sales, of peony
stocin be manaily signed, and may recuire
such manual signatures with empect to
tronsactins similar securities if the Coi-
missian detemines that such secocities art
ssptible to fraud and that such fraud
would be detered or prevented by requiring
mal signatures.
"'(4) R-eavON TO sTint cast-The provi-

sites of this subsection apply in lie, of the
provisions of title I of the Elctesnic Signa-
tues in Global and National Cmmerce Act
to contract, agreement, or record (as de-
fined in sabsection (a)(31) that is required
by the securities laws.
"(5) SAVNGS ROsioN-Nothing in this

subsection applies to any rule or regulation
under the securities laws (including a ruie or
regulation of a selft-regulaory organization)
that is i effett on the date of nacttent of
the Electronic Signatures in Global atd Na-
tional Commerc Act and that requiem a
contract, agreement, or record to be in wrt-
ing, to be submitted or retained in original
form, or to be in a specified standard or
standards (including a specified formet or
formasl.
"(6) Dorm NS.-As used in this sob-

Section:
..(A) EcTRONIC CotD,-The term "elec-

tron record' means a writing. document. or
other reoed created, more, genrated,
teived, or communiated by electronic

'OR ELEcTOiC SIGNAToo.-The toes
'electronic signature" means information or

NGRESSIONAL RECORD -HOUSE Hi1743
data i. electronic focr, attached to or logi- specified in the statement under subpara-
tally asstated with an electronic record, graph (A)(ii) at the time of the cemumer's
and executed or adopted by a person or ao consent: and
electronic agent of a person. with the intent (C) if such statute, regulation. or other
to sign a contract. agleement. or recard, rule of law requires that a record be re

"(C) ELECTONIC.-The term 'electronic' ained. that requirement shall be satisfied if
means of or relating to tecitoogy having sth record complies with the raqiremeots
electrical. digital. magnetic, optical. eiero- of subpacegraphs (A) and () of onhsection
magnetic, or similar capabilities cegardles (c)(1).
of medium.". At the end of section 101, add the following

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. No new subsections:

amendment to that amendment shall (d) ABIUcs TO CONT ST SIGNATU e AMD

be ho order cpt those printed in C ee-Nothiag in this section ohall be
Hose Reort 106-46. Eah erndein cntr,,d to limit or otherwise affect the
Hose Report lgG-bS. Eaich amendment rights of any paton to insert that an elec-

may be offered only in the order print- tronic signature is a forgery, is used without

ed in the report, may be offered only by authority, or othemlse is inalid for reasons
a Member designated in the report, that would invalidate the effect of a signa-

shall be considered read, debatable for ture in written foarm, The use or acceptance

the time specified in the report, equal- of a' eletorni record or electronic sign.-

ly divided and controlled by the pro- tore by a tonsmer sha not tostitote
and an opponent, shall not be waier of any unbstative protections af-

potent forded consumers under the Consumer Credit
subject to amendment, and shall not be Protection Act.

subject to a demand for a division of (e) Sco.-Thits Act is intended to clarify

the guestion. the legal status of electro ic records aod
Thn Chairman of the Committee of electronic sigoaturo i, the contest of wcit-

the Whole may postpone a request for a ing and signing requirements imposed by

recorded vote on any amendment and law- Nothing in tids Act offects the content

may reduce to a minimum of 5 minutes or ihing of any diciosu required to be
proidd to any cosmruder any statute.

the time for voting on any postponed rtgvation. or oh ecr -de of law o

question that immediately follows an- In section i02(c), strike "safety or health

other vote, provided that the time for of an individual consumer" and insert "pob-

voting on the first question shall be a lic health or safety of consumers".

minimum of 15 minutes. In section 104. add at the and the following
It is now in order to consider amend- new sobsectinn:

ment No. I pinted io Hoase Report (c) AnrnONAL SoD oF DtLivtn-vWith-
1 4 N. I. pin ig month, after the date of enactment of

this At, the Secretary of Commece shall
AtMoNtmeNT so" i OrrERD nv tIn oSLe coiduct an nquiry regarding the eftective-

Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I offer ne of the delivery of electronit records to

an amendment. consumers using eletmanc mail as cow-
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The pared with deliveiy of written records sia

Clerk will designate the amendment, the United Stat Postal Service and private

The test of the amendment is as fol- express mail servctos. The Secretary shall

lows: submit a report to the Congress regarding

Amendment No. 1 offered by Mr. INSBL : the results of such inquiry by the cnclusion

In section 101(b). strike paragraph (2) and ftuchi'-month period.

insert the following: The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. Pursu-
(2) CONST to EEToNIc toRE¢0s.-Nos- ant to House Resolution 366, the gen-

withtaodieg sebsettin (a) and paragraph tleman from Washington (Mr. INSLEE)
(I) of this subsectin- and the gentleman from Michigan (Mr.

(A) if a stature, regulation, or other rule of CON et) each will control i minutes.

law requires that a record be peoided ot The Chair rewiol es the gentleman

made available to a cosmnr in writing,

that requirement shell e satisfied by an from Washington (Mr. INSLE.

electronlc retord if- Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
(I the consumer has affirmatively coa- myself 2 minutes.

seated, by means of a consent that is con Mr. Chairman, I would like to tell
spicots and visually separate from other Members what our goal was in drafting
terms. to the provision or availability this amendment. Our goal basically is
(whicheer is required) of such ratted (or o attain an American's right to make
identified groups of records that include suct the decisien by themselves ated on

mtord) aan electroi retord. aud hat aot the information they have to receive
withdrawn toch manseet.

(it) prior to cesenting, the consumer is information electronically and to form
provided with a statement of the hardware contracts electronically.
and software requirmens for access to and Our goal is based on the proposition
retentionof electronic records; and something like this: If you read the

(11) the tomumer affimatively acow- Declaration of Independence, it reads
edges, by means of an athnowiedgement that just as well electronically as it does on
is conspicous and visually separate from a piece of paper. And when you receive
ether terms, thatp

() the consumer hat an obligation to n information in an on-line transaction.

tify the provider of electronic records of any if you want to purchase insurance, a
change in the ceosuerm's electronic mail ad- car, a book, the information you are
dress or other location to which the ele- going to receive readsjust as well elec-
tronit records may be ptovided; and tronically. Therefore, we have crafted

(II) if the consumer withdraws consent, the ai amendment that would assure that
conumer has the obligation to notify the every consumer has a new right, and,
provider of electronic records or the elec- that is: the right to decide they want
tronic mail addresn or other lotation electheyiwant
which the records may be provided, md to cive infarmatin eleotrounially.

(B) the record is capable of review reten- I want to point out several things

tion. and printing by the recipient if about it. Number one, it makes sure
accessed using the hardware and software that this is a decision made and has to
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be made affirmatively by an American. I have heard many expressions really underlying bill, and indeed, makes it worse In
They have to affirmatively take an ac- of anxiety by Members about the Infor several respects. Fuertbemore, it leaves
tion to disclose they want to do busi- maion Age and the concept that you unaddressed many fundamental problems of
ness electronically. Number two, and have information when it is electronic. H.R. 1714
very importantly, this makes very Let me assure my colleagues that you It is therefore no surpdise-and is quite tell-
clear that any requirement of any gey- do and consumers will be fully pro- ing, in fact-that this amendment is supported
emnent In America to give any notice tected under the amendment. by the banks and financial services industries,
will still exist after the passage of this Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield but is opposed by the consumer groups.
bill if this amendment prevails, myself 3 minutes. The Inslee amendment is a step backwards

I want to read the applicable section. I want to start off by commending for consumers in many ways. Unlike H.R.
It reads, my friends that are with the gentleman 1714, which leaves it to the courts to deter-

Nothing in this Act affletn the content or from Washington (Mr. INSLEE) on his mine who bears the burden when an es-
timing of any disclosure required to be pee- amendment. This is an important step tronic disclosure or notce is not received, the
nided to any consmer nder any statute. forward. The problem is, it is still a Inslee amendment puts the burden squarely
regulation, or other rue of lax. half a leaf, and I appreciate the Demo- on consumes' shoulders by creating an af-

I read this became I have heard crate that are trying to improve it. frraive obligation for consumers to notify a
many other Members suggest that This amendment makes minor ir- provider of a change of email address. The
somehow consumers will lose the right provements in the underlying bill but, U.S. Poslt Service has standardized proce-
to receive notifications. This is inac- indeed, it makes it worse in several re- dures for address changes, forwarding mail,
curate. This amendment will assure spectn. That is why it is quite clear and returning mail to the sender that curenly
that every notification a person is entl- why financial services. industries and are not present in the on-line world. Without
tled to receive, they will still be anti- banks are supporting it and consumer these real-world "back-up" mechanisms, this
tied to receive. groups are opposing it. amendment simply creates a defense for ma-

Third, it makes abundantly clear, we Here is why it is a backward step. It chant in cyberspace that it would not have in
added a provision that consumers have leaves to the courts to determine who the physical wod.
to be notified what hardware and soft- bears the burden when an electronic The Inslee amendment also is a step back-
ware they need to receive this informa disclosure notice Is not received. ward from H.R. 1714 because it takes away
tion so that they are not acting blind- E 1345 the requirement that when a contract is re-
ly. We have heard suggestions that quired by law to be in witing, the electronic
somehow electronic commerce is ineffi- The bill does that. The Inslee amend- record of the contract must: (1) accurately set
cient, ineffective. I think we have to ment puts the burden squarely on the forth the information in contract after it was
realize sometimes the mail gets eaten consumer's shoulders. first generated, and (2) remain accessible for
by the dog as well, or misplaced, and, Mr. Chairman, .R. 1714, the Bliley later reference, tranmiasion and printing.
in fact, if consumers want to do busi- bill leaves it to the courts; the Inslee Under the amendment, these standards apply
ness electronically, they should be en- amendment leaves it to the consumer only where a law requires a record to be re-
titled to do so. the responsibility of creating an af- taiued. This significantly undercuts the reach

We have also, fifth, provided that the firmative obligation to notify a pro- of H.R. 1714.
credit card rules, the limitations of It- vider of a change of e-mail address. In addition, the Istlee amendment narrows
ability, still apply in this context, if Now, in addition, this will not be car the states' ability to reenact supplemental pro-
somebody steals your identity essen rected by the Inslee amendment. No re- tective legislation for their citizens. Instead of
tially. quirement that the consumer be told allowing the states to enact lan for the safety

And. sixth, we provide. and I think what legal rights he is waiving or to or health of an individual consumer, the
this Is very important because I have what types of records that is the no- amendment permits the states to legislate only
heard some misinformation on the tines, disclosures and statements, that where it is necessary for the protection of
floor already in this regard. Where the the waiver applies to. Because both the "pubic health or safety of consumers." Thus,
law requires provision of a notice, bill and the amendment permit a con- if certain notices and disclosures are not for
where a business has to provide notice sumer to waive writing requirements the benefit of the public health or safety and
to a consumer, they will still be re- for groups, "groups of records," and only beseft individual consumers-such as
quired to provide notice, not simply there is no requirement that the record notices to individuals about changes in their
post it on a website. be similar or relate to the same tramns

- 
insurance policies, or a specific cnsumer's

Mr. Chairman, I yield I minute to the action. The consumer can. without any late payment on his utilies-the state cannot
gentlewoman from California (Ms. prior knowledge, waive all the future enact or reenact supplemental laws for this
LOFGREN). notices with one click. purpose.

Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Chairman, when This. I say to my colleagues, is the Fudhermore, the inslee amendment leaves
do you have information? Ten years substance of what leads me to regret in place many of the most troubling aspects of
ago. I was in local government and we fully not be able to support the Inslee H.R. 1714. For instance, although the amend-
organized our court files electronically amendment' It does help in some re- meet improves the opt-in by making requring
and allowed the sheriff to access those spects, but in other respects. it is it to be "conspicuous" and "visually separate,"
court files for jail management. I re- worse. For that reason I would urge them is still no requirement that the consumer
member going over to talk to the then that we think very carefully about this be told what legal rights she is waiving or
sheriff who had deputies handwriting so-called improvement, what types of notices and disclosures the
the information down on pieces of The amendment improves the opt-in waiver applies to. In addilton, the consumer
paper off the screen. by requiring it to be conspicuous and can still waive "groups of records" with one

I asked. "Why are you doing this?" visually separate. But there is still no click, regardless of whether or not they aer-
He said, "So we'll really have the infer- requirement that the consumer be told lated to each other or if they are similar in ha-
mation." what legal rights he or she is waiving ture.

Do you have the information when it or what types of notices and disclo- The Inslee amendment also maintains the
Is on the screen, on your hard drive, in sures the waiver applies to. bill's broad preemption of state laws. In order
your head, or when it Is on a piece of The Inslee amendment narrows the for a state to avoid preemption by the federal
paper? The answer is, in all of those States' ability to reenact supplemental statute, the Uniform Electronic Transactions
cases We are not changing any con- protective legislation for their citizens. Act, or UETA, must be consistent with the
sumer law at all with this bill and with This is not good. For that reason I ask elecironic contracts and records previsions of
this amendment. What we are doing is that my colleagues critically evaluate this bill. This does not give the stlates suffiient
allowing for the free flow of informa- this supposed improvement in the bill. flexibility to exempt necessary state writing r-
tln on the Internet, so that we can While I appreciate the efforts of my fellow quirements. Ironically, even if a state adopted
have electronic commerce, so that in- Democrats to improve H.R. 1714, this amend- UETA without excepting any of its laws. The
formation in the Information Age can meet is merely an industrydrafted cosmetic fix state would still be preempted by the federal
flow. that makes only minor improvements to the law, because UETA does not provide for an
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opt-in, and that would make the state law in- tronic record, that record is not consid- will have to acknowledge the vondi-
consistent with-and therefore preempted ered valid. tlons of a contract. It also provides as-
by-the federal law. I am very proud of this amendment. surances that a consumer will have to

Another flew with the Inslee amendment is I believe that it makes the bill totally acknowledge that they will have to no-
that It does not address the regolatory and t- acceptable. This should not be a par- tify the business or the entity that
perisory problems with H.R. 1714- Under this tisen issue. We should come together they might be doing business with if
amendment, regulated industries such as the from both sides of the aisle, because it they change their e-mail.
banking and insurance industries would still be protects consumers and it allows lec- This is not any different than what
relieved from their legal requirements to main- tronic commerce to go forward. I urge one would have to do with one's ad-
tain paper records. How can a state insurance support of this amendment, dress at one's home if one is going to
regulator determine f an insurance company Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield relocate.
is property capitalized, or if it has the proper 2 minutes to the gentleman from New Now, if we want to have people to
reinsurance it cannot access the company's York (Mr. LAFALCE). the distinguished have the benefits that the Internet can
electronic records, or if the regulator can not ranking member of the Committee on provide and e-commerce can provide.
require that the company keep its records in a Banking and Financial Services. we have to understand that we are
temper-prof format? (Mr. LAFALCE asked and was given dealing with a different medium, and

I understand my colleagues' desire to im- permission to revise and extend his re- this amendment goes a long way to en
prove H.R. 1714-because it needs much ir- marks.) suring that consumers will have those
provement. But the Inslee amendment just Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Chairman. I think protections. that they will have the no-
scratches the surface of what's needed to that almost everyone would favor the tifications that are important for them
make the necessary improvements in H.R. purposes of the primary bill before us to understand their responsibilities and
1714. Indeed, the amendment makes the bill today, and it is posstble to achieve a obligations.
worse in several respects. good bill and a bipartisan bill. And, on Mr. Chairman, I heard some folks

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance the Senate side. Senator ABRAHAM, a earlier today talking in opposition to
ef my time. Republican, Senator WYOEN. a Demo- the underlying bill, but there are a lot

Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman. I would crat. Senator LEAHY, a Democrat. and of people out there that do not have a
note that that click will waive no the administration have gotten to- computer; there are a lot of people out
rights; it will simply indicate that no- gether and basically they have come there that do not have an e-mail ad-
tificatinns will be coming electroni- together in support of a good bill, and dress; there are a lot of people out
cally rather than writing them in. A that is what the gentleman from there that do not know how to navi-
click will waive no rights under this Michigan (Mr. DtNGELL) and the gen- gate the Web. Well, if we use that as a
amendment. deman from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS) standard to preclude us from moving

Mr. Chairman, I yietd 1 minute and 40 and I are going to offer as a substitute. forward with digital signature, we are
seconds to the gentlewoman from Calt- The gentleman from Washington (Mr. never going to get there. But we also
fornia (Ms. ESHO0). INSLIEEc and the gentlewoman from have assured that any consumer that

Ms. ESHO. Mr. Chairman, I thank California (Ms. ESH0o) are attempting might not have a computer, that does
the gentleman from Washington (Mr. to deal with the Bliley bill, which the not have e-mail, that they do not have
INSLEE) for yielding me this time. administration strongly opposes and to opt in to participate in a digital sig-

I am very proud to be offering this said they would veto with an amend- nature. We provide the consumer pro-
amendment with him and several of my meet. I know they are good faith, but tections. This amendment is a good
Democratic colleagues as well as the I point out that the National Consumer amendment; the underlying bill de-
gentlewoman from New Jersey (Mrs. Law Center, the Consumer Federation serves passage.
ROUKEMA). of America, the United Auto Workers, Mr. CONYEkS. Mr. Chairman. I yield

First, let mejust stipulate that there the Consumers Union. the U.S. Public 2/z minutes to the gentleman from
is not any mandate in this amendment Interest Research Groups, and the Na- California (Mr. BERMAN), a distn-
that says to the consumers of America tional Consumers League have drafted guished member of the Committee on
that they have to go on-line and use a letter today which they have sent out the Judiciary.
digital signatures. There is not a man- to each of us which says, "Th Inslee- Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise
date. This is all about choices, but it Eshos amendment is a cmmetic at- in opposition to the amendment, While
does add the protections to the con- tempt to make a dangerous bill appear it makes some improvements in some
sunmer if they so choose to exercise more palatable. Further, this amend- parts of the base bill, it also In some
this. ment will make it more difficult for areas actually goes backward. But I

This amendment that we bring before consumers to assert their rights under think the broader point is the point I
my colleagues today I believe cures existing consumer protection laws.- would like to speak to.
some of the criticisms, many of the So this is cosmetically attractive, We seem to be talking Just totally by
criticisms of the underlying bill. Quite but dangerous because of that very each other. No one here is opposed to
simply. it ensures that consumers who fact, the concept that we need to legislate a
choose to receive electronic records Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 30 digital signature law so that people in
from their banks, their mortgage com- seconds to the gentleman from Cali- places where there is now an obligation
panies, or their on-line trading brokers fornia (Mr. DOOLEY). to enter into a writing-in contract can
will make this decision knowingly. The (Mr. DOOLEY of California asked and enter into a contract electronically
amendment gives consumers the abil- was given permission to revise and e- and bind themselves to that through
Icy to opt in to receive electronic tend his remarks-) digital signatures along the standards
records and requires that the consent Mr. DOOLEY of California. Mr. of the bill. There is no dispute about
he conspicuous and visually separate Chairman, I rise in support of the un- that.
from other terms. In other words, con- derlying bill and also in strong support I hear my friend from Virginia speak
sumers must agree to a statement that of the amendment offered by the gen- in exciting and provocative terms
they will accept the records electroni- tleman from Washington (Mr. INSLEE), about the new economy, the new elite,
tally. This statement cannot be buried myself and a number of our colleagues. people who want the opportunity, they
in a morass of terms and conditions. It This legtslation is a step forward to are governed by potentials and not
must be clear and separate' trying to ensure that consumers and their fears, and I say yes. But It is not

Additionally and importantly. this businesses have a better ability to con- a requirement to be an advocate of the
amendment requires that prior to con- duct commerce over the Internet. This new economy or to be a new Democrat
sesting, consumers must be provided amendment that we are supporting to think that there are some people
with an explanation of how to access today provides for added consumer pro- who will be caught in the transition
and retain electrontc records. This is tections. It emsures that every con- and that maybe, where the Comptroller
important because ff a consumer can, sumer will have to opt in in order to of the Currency decides that a par-
not review, retain, and print an ole- participate. It ensures that consumers ticular bank should have a backup set
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of records in writing because that two provisions basically mean that The rule of holes is that when you are
might be the only place they can go to what the opponents of the Inlee in a hole and you want to get out, quit
determine whether reserves are being amendment are doing is creating a sit- digging, but this amendment digs in
kept adequately, or whether in a par- uation where digital signature will not more. It tries to legitimatize what is
ticular situation involving thanges in be a choice that any logical business- inappropriate in this bill.
an insurance policy, let usjust validate man will make. That is why we have to The fact of the matter is, look at
that for this particular type of con, oppose it. where the consumer is. They are buy-
sumer whose, perhaps, adult children Two final points. Consumer protec ing a home, they are buying a car.
signed them on to the insurance policy tion is clearly protected in this bill. They are blinded by the fact of that
electronically, we should validate it by The sentence says this law changes in new shiny Chevrolet or that wonderful
the written contract, that we are going no way one's contractual protections new home that they are going to get.
tojust trample over these people in the under consumer protection laws. We They are signing a whole bundle of pa-
name of doing something new and en- are simply doing it digitally instead si pers In the process of doing it, they
citing, by paper. We have the same protec- sign the copy, disclosure and notifica

Mr. Chairman. I do not have the arm- teons. tion away with no assurance, and all
genre to say that every single law that Lastly, this well. if one goes on a the responsibility put back on the indi-
says that without regard to whom the computer it could get lost. the corn vidual consumer on something that
consumer is, what the State of their puter could blow up paper notices get may be the most important trans-
mentality is. that we are going to wipe lost all of the time. If one moves and action they make.
out some considered judgment by a the notice is required to go by mail. This vitiates the truth-in-lending,
regulator or by a State legislator, by a many times these notices do not an- the real estate State Sales Practices
Federal legislator that in all cir- rive. Whether it is paper or digital, Act. The Federal regulators are al-
cumstances, that is preempted. there are challenges in making sure ready working on the issue of elec-

The gentleman from Washington says that all of the notices get there. I tronic commerce and attempting to
his amendment waives no rights. but it strongly submit that those challenges interface the rules and e-commerce. In-
does waive one right. By conscious de- are no greater with digital signature stead of doing something for the con-
cision, hopefully of a sophisticated and than they are with paper, and we are sumer, they are taking away the op-
educated consumer, it waives the right stuck in a lost mindset here thinking tions they have today.
to have the disclosures, the changes, that somehow, if it is not paper, it is Members are saying that the price of
the notices in writing. That is indis- not real. If we do not do this right, we being active in this electronic signa-
putable. His amendment waives that will not have digital signature. The ture bill and this electronic Internet
right. In most cases, that will be great. Inslee amendment does it right. Sup- world is that we are going to deny
There might be a few cases where it is port it. some of the rights people have today.
not great. and it is in those cases that LI 1400 We basically say, we will let you give
I say let us be a little careful about w le We b ilys. We will let yo give
just wiping out all of these laws. Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I am up your rights We should not do that.Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 pleased to yield 3 minutes to the gen- n ae should know chat individuals do

seconds to the gentlewoman from Cali- tleman from Minnesota (Mr. VENTO). nut ave fully informed consenc, the
fornia (Ms LOFsREN). Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, I thank mechanics, workers, blue collar work-

Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Chairman. I the gentleman for yielding time to me. ers or others getting minimum wage.
think it is important to point out that I rise in opposition to the amend- They are not sitting in the halls of this
there is no waiver of notice in writing, ment, Mr. Chairman. I recognize that Congress. they are not out there walk-
All we are talking about is trans- there is an effort here to make this as leg around so the lobbies, they need
mission of that writing and whether I said, palatable, but It remains idi- our help. Ironically this legislation
the writing is received electronically gestible. What we are doing hem is we protects the sophisticated financial in-

or on a piece of paper, it is in writing are force-feeding the States force feed- stitutions and Federal regulators.
in both cases. lng consumers this particular format We ought to be doing something for

Mr. INSLE. Mr. Chairman. I yield in terms of how transactions and the consumer, like providing favorable
i'. minutes to the gentleman from record will be eliminated. options for them on privacy in the
Washington (Mr. SMi). Someone says. the electronic signa- Internet. We are not doing for them

Mr. SMITH of Washington. Mr. totes, we are all for it, we can permit what we did in the Financial Mod-
Chairman, I rise In support of the Ins- that, but we need this because we need ernization Act. We are doing more
lee amendment and in support of the to eliminate or give the possibility for harm in this act, with this particular
underlying bill. people to accept notices and disclo- provision and certainly the underlying

Sveryone says we all agree, we are sures electronically. that is the only measure.
going to have digital signature. it is thing. But the heart and soul of most When we talk about the provision In

just a matter of the details. Unfortu- consumer laws are the absolute disclo- the financial modernization, we had
nately, the details that are being pre- sure provisions. So once we go down balance in that bill. There is no bal-
sented by the opponents of the Inslee this path, we have, for all Intents and ante in this bill. This policy in this bill
amendment and of the Dingell amend- purposes, circumvented many of the is not necessary. These provisions on
ment are such that one would, in prac- consumer laws of the Federal an d records are not necessary to make the
tical effect, not be able to do digital many at the State level, electronic signature legitimate. We are
signature. If. first of all, one does not This is not transactions initiated undercutting consumer law. There is a
have uniformity and one is doing some- over the Internet, this could be some- bandwagon effect here in terms of the
thing across State lines and one has 50 one at the door that we open the possi- special interests that have annealed
or maybe even 100 different rules and bility of fraud and abuse to here, be- themselves to this popular electronic
regulations for how it is going to be cause someone at the door, when we signature legislation in order to cir-
done, it makes it very. very difficult to get a cooling off period for not put- cursvent the very real decades of con-
do business in the electronic commerce chasing, we would sign it away. There sumer law that have protected and
world. That is what the Dingell amend- is no assurance that they have Inter- serve the consumers and the people we
ment would do. That creates a huge net: electronic computer equipment or represent. Vote "no" on this bill.
problem for the bill service. It is only one-third of the Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield

Second of all. it requires that paper homes in this Nation have Internet, so 11 minutes to the gentlewoman from
be done in addition to the digital signa- these are not even just transactions, the Garden State. New Jersey (Mrs.
ture. Well, if we are going to have to do We open up that possibility. RoUKilA).
a paper contract, what is the advan We have tried mightily in terms of (Mrs. ROUKEMA asked and was
toge of doing a digital contract? One this particular provision, but we have given permission to revise and extend
merely has to duplicate oneself. Those gone one step forward and two back. her remarks.)
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Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I

have to say, as a member of the Com-
mittee on Banking and Financial Serv
ices. I rise in strong support of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Washington (Mr. INSLE). I would
like to identify myself as a cosponsor
of that amendment.

I would also like to take esception to
some of the loose rhetoric that I have
heard on the floor today, and would
like to speak to the specifics.

It seems to me that Congress and the
regulators are overdue in playing a
leadership role in updating many of the
consumer protection laws to reflect the
new technologies in electronic com-
merce that we see out there. This bill
and this amendment takes a giant step
toward that protection. It does not di-
minish in any way, as far as I can tell.
the protections that consumers already
have.

I want to be specific. The amendment
is pro-consumer becaue It provides the
additional consumer protections such
as a clear, number one, customer opt-in
for electronic delivery specifically is
required, an opt-in. There are clear re-
quirements an review, retention, and
printing of documents and disclosures.
Three, the ability of a customer to opt
out is there for any customer at any
time for the electronic delivery sys-

I think that this Is, as I said, not
only a giant step. but it is also clearly
defined, and I dismiss any of the loose
rhetoric that acts as though we are
taking something away. We are really
building not only a firm foundation.
but a giant step for consumers in this
new electronic age.

Mr. Chacman, as a cosponsor, I dse today
in strong support of the InslielEkshoofDley/
MoranRoukema amendment. It is both Pro
Business and Pro Consumer. It is common
sense and will improve the bill.

Millions of consumers today roulinely cn-
duct business over the Internal. buying and
selling a mysad of products and serices from
companies large and small, near and far.
Many of these consumers engage in financial
transactions-ivesting in stocks and bonds,
checking account balances, transferring funds,
applying for credit cards, ad paying bills with-
out leaving their homes. This explosion of on-
line financial services offers great kabfts.
Nonetheless. the ability to offer many financial
seavices, paticularly boans and mortgages,
would be enhanced if the banking laws were
amended to clarify the rules governing the
electronic delivery of financial sevices.

HR. 1714 and the lnslee Amendment will
clarify that electronic delivery of raquired cun-
sumer disclosures over the Interet is permis-
sible as long as there are certain safeguards
for consumers. This bill does not lessen the
ights of consumers to receive required disclo-
sures. In addition, it does not affect the cun-
tent of any disclosure, including the timing, for-
mat and information to be provided. Further-
more, conumers would control which informa-

on could be sent to them electronically.
This legislation will assist the growth of on-

line financial transactions and at the same
time proide consumer protections. Online dis-
closures will provide consumers with a number
of benefits:
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Convenience and Sime-saving--Ctsumers Mrs. ROUKEMA. I was the author of

can conduct transactions virtually anywhere the financial privacy and financial
and at any time. 7-dupe-a-week, 24-houra-a- modernization. I find this completely
day. consistent.

User fidendly infctonr-Legalstic jargon Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
in an-line disclosure forms can be linked to minutes to the gentleman from Vir-
plain-English definilions, making them much guia (Mr. MoRAN).
mom readable and understandable. Con- Mr. MORAN of Virginia. Mr. Chair-
sumers can electronically search documents man, I thank the gentleman from
rather than reading through reams of paper. Washington (Mr. INSLE ) for yielding

Enhanced serices for under-served mmn- time to me.
muniies-Rural and urban communities will Mr. Chairman, I am also an original
have enhanced access to financial services, sponsor of this amendment because It
even where bdck and mortar branches are not clarifies the consumer protections In
available. In areas where residents cannot f- H.R. 1714. 1 have been wanting to re-
ford computers, libraries and schools provide spoend to my friend, the gentleman
on-line access. from California. not because I take

Reduced s-Electronc delivery of disclo- issue with his characterization of my
sates will mot less than providing the same remarks as New Democrat in nature,
information an paper or paying employees to but because he said that I am sup-
handle face-to-face disclosures, Competition porting this bill because it Is new and
should encourage business to pass on those exciting.
savings to consumers. That is not why I am supporting this

E-commerce is here. U.S. ctizens are bill. It is because it is responsble and
spending bilions of dollars each year on-line. needed. The fact is that this bill pro-
Congress and the regulators must play a lead- vides a consistent and predictable na-
ership rale in updating many of the mesumer tional framework of rules governing
protection laws to raelect new technologies the use of electronic signatures. This
and establish a coherent legislatve framework bill is needed. This bill was and is bi-
for the delivery of financial serices through partisan. When the final vote is taken,
electronic commerce. This bill and this amend- it will be apparent that it is bipartisan.
ment takes a giant step toward that protection. In fact the vote will be lopsided be-

The InsleelEshoolOooleylMoranRoulibema cause it provides consumers and con-
Amendment includes several provisions from paries doing business on the Internet
HR. 2626, the Electronic Disclosures Delivery the legal certainty they need for elec-
Act of l , which introduced on Sepismber tronic signatures, until all 50 States
lt along with Mr. INSLEE and Mr. Lozi. The pass their own legislation on the legal-
Amendment is pro consumer because it pro- ity of electronic signatures.
sides the additional moumer protections This amendment is important be-
such as clear (1) Customer "opt in" for elec- cause it clarifies the consumer protec-
iraic delivery specifically required, (2) clear tions that were originally intcuded in
requirements on review, retention and printing this bill. It makes it clear, as the prior
of documents and disclosures, (3) the ability of speakers have said, that consumers are
a Customer to "opt out" of electronic delivery not required to use or accept electronic
at any time. records or electronic signatures. There

I thought these were good provisions when has to be mutual consent, and it ex-
I introduced H.R. 2626 with Mr. LAZIO and Mr. pands the bill's requirement that con-
[NSLEe. I thought they were good provisions sumers be able to receive and retain
when proposed before the Rules Committee, electronic records.
and that is why S cosponsored the Insles Mr. Chairman, this amendment is im-
Amendment I believe the InsleeiRoukema portnt because it says that oppor-
Amendment protects consumers in a rational tunity for consent must be conspicuous
cleady defined common sense manner. It and visually separate from all the
clearly improves the bill. other terms.

We should approve the Amendment and we In addition, the consumer must be
should approve H R. 1714. provided with an explanation of how to

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield access and retain electronic records.
30 second to the gentleman from New Records will be received, retained, and
York (Mr. LAFALCE). printed. The fact is that consumers are

Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Chairman, I won- going to be protected, but most impor-
der if the gentlewoman from New Jar- tantly, they are going to have a choice.
say would answer why the chairperson Today they do not have that uni-
of the Subcommittee on Financial In- formity, that predictability that comes
stitutions has had no hearings on the with uniform national standards.
bill that she introduced, and dealing The Internet is national In nature.
with the impact of this bill and her bill Our constituents need this legislation.
on the consumer protection laws? Make it bipartisan and make it an ex-

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, will pression of our unequivocal support for
the gentleman yield? this productive, prosperous new econ-

Mr. LAFALCE. I yield to the gentle- omy.
woman from New Jersey. Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, 2 minutes to the gentleman from
will tell the gentleman exactly why: we Michigan (Mr. DINGELL). the dean of
got a little directed and focused on fi- the House and the ranking member of
nancial modernization. the Committee on Commerce.

Mr. LAFALCE. The gentlewoman was Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I
too busy to have hearings on these con- thank my good friend for yielding time
sumer protections, to me.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to try and Those are the kinds of notices that I that they need to be hooked up to the

make clear what is at stake here. am talking about, and they can se- Internet? Even in credit transactions
There is no objection. I think, on the verely, adversely impact the party. involving the mortgage, people would

floor on the part of anyone, my good Mr. INSLEE. Reclaiming my time, have that problem.
friend, the gentleman from Michigan. those will be given. Those notices will Consider the FDA's responsibility to
myself, or anybody else. to whether or be given. In every case, the consumers provide people with information about
not the contract is signed electroni- electronically, if they want it elen- drugs, and those drugs that would con-
cally. The question relates to notice of tronically, and on paper if they want it flirt with others. Now we have the obli-
later events under that contract which on paper, those notices shall be given. gation of written information. Just
can severely impact the purchaser, Mr. Chairman. I yield 1 minute to the imagine that that information will now
such as things which would trigger gentleman from from Virginia (Mr. be on the web page. and they leave peo-
foreclosure of a mortgage on a house or BL=ir). ple to their own devices, and they say,
an automobile, failure to keep up in- Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Chairman, I appre- forget about the written materials,
surance, failure to prevent waste, fail- diate the gentleman yielding time to just go to the web page that most of
ore to make payments, me. those who are in certain levels in our

It could happen for many reasons. Mr. Chairman, I think the gentle- country do not have.
such as year 2K. It could happen be- man's amendment improves the bill. I m] 1415
cause of the situation which might support it.
occur, a hard drive might crash, or I would also like to point out, as was The substitute, however, would sun-
there might be any one of a number of mentioned in the earlier debate, that set when a State enacted w uniform
other events, including a failure of the what happens if the Y2K problem electronic transactions act which
Internet provider or something of that pens or the computer breaks down, the would provide for protections for our
sort, or the matter would just get lost bill requires that a record sent be able consumerst

in cberpace tobe etaiabl, pr tale, The substitute also does not affectin cyberspace, to he retainable, princable, and Faderal laws or regulations, hot in.
There is nothing in anything that we transferrable. If the Internet is dIn Federal atns 6 n-

are talking about here that would pre- this standard is not met, and t stead gives Federal agencies 6 mooths

alude an individual from giving up consumer would not be liable, to electronic tranactions under Fd-

some right and waiving his right to I fully support this amendment el laws or regulations The substitute
that notice. But as an attorney of long- urge its adoption and I urge adoption also represents the S-commerce bill
standing and as one who has dealt with of the underlying bill. ats thesect lie tobaenced
foreclosures and the hardship that Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman. I yield into law, because it is a combination of

those kiods of events trigger, I think it the balance of my time to the gentle- oamccrats and R pobicansa Noose

is important to see to it that some who woman from Texas (MS. JACKSON LEE), Members and Senate Members, who
might not be as smart as some of the a distinguished member of the Corn- ka comatogether
internet whizzes and the computer mittee on the Judiciary. Mr .Chairman, w are nor against
whines andjorks that we have has the (Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas asked electronic commerce. I think that is
capability of protecting himself, be- and was given permission to revise and the point that should be made. I have
cause we ara talking about things such extend her remarks.) friends on the other side that I agree
as the purchase of stock, mortgages on Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. with and friends over here that I agree
homes, automobile purchases, major Chairman, I thank the distinguished with: But what my voice must be for
purchases of equipment and things of ranking member of the Committee on are those individuals who do not know
that kind which could incur enormous the Judiciary for yielding time to me. the Internat, who do not have access to
obligations on the part of the put- I thank the Members for their good computrs, who are intimidated by
chaser. intentions behind this effort. I happen some large business celing them they

I propose to support the amendment, to be a supporter of electronic torn- can not get credit or that home that
It improves the bill. It does not ira- metr-e I wish we could have done this they have been dreaming of because
prove the bill by addressing the funda- in a bipartisan way. they will nor ensent to have their
mental, basic question of whether the Mr. Chairman. I do rise to support business done in an electronic prcess.
consumer gets the necessary notices the incremental change that the leslee Mr. Chairman, let us make it a hipar-
that are required by a long history of amendment makes. It does not answer tisan bill and support the substitute
State law to apprise him that he is in my concerns, however. I do believe that and do the right thing for the Amer-
danger under the contract of losing it is important for the consumers to icon people
money or ri hts, conspicuously be able to opt in to give Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15

Mr. INSL2E. Mr. Chairman, I yield consent to know whether or not their seconds to the gentleman from Ohio
myself such time as I may consume, business is going to be done in an elec- (Mr. KASICH).

Mr. Chairman. I would just like to tronic form. but I think what my good Mr. KASICII. Mr. Chairman, I would
specifically note that the underlying friends are missing and the reason I like to compliment the gentleman
bill excludes from its ambit notices of support the substitute is they are miss- from Washington (Mr. INSLEE) for his
foreclosure, of acceleration of default ing the fact that although we can lay amendment in terms of clarifying. But
on the home. Those are specifically ex- out the long list of supporters of this one thing we should not be confused
repted and should not be an issue, bill, the responsibility of this Congress about, this Congress nor government

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, will is to ensure that those voices which should stand in the way of what has
the gentleman yield? cannot be heard, those people needing been remarkable progress here at end

Mr. INSLEE. I yield to the gen- to have inforimation about the drugs of the 20th century moving into the
tleman from Michigan. they get out of the Food and Drug Ad- 21st century. It has done an enormous

Mr. DINGELL. I thank the gen- ministration, those young couples who amount of good for families, notjust In
tleman for yielding. are buying homes, still need to have America but across the globe. Let us

Mr. Chairman. I am not talking the ability to understand the docu- clarify this but not hesitate to invest
about notices of foreclosure, I am talk- ments that they are utilizing and have confidence in those people
ing about notices that would trigger Under the underlying bill, creditors who are really moving us forward and
foreclosure, notice that the insurance could condition credit on a consumers empowering people.
has not been paid. that damage was consent to receive all disclosures elea- The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr.
being committed on the property, that tronically. I do want us to all be MILLER of Florida). The question is on
a public nuisance is being committed hooked up to the Internet, but unfortu- the amendment offered by the gen-
on the property, or even a notice that nately, even as we go into the 21st cen- tleman from Washington (Mr. INSLE).
the individual has failed to make a tory, all Americans are not. Can Mem- The question was taken; and the
payment, which will trigger fore- hers imagine being denied credit be- Chairman pro tempore announced that
closure, cause they refuse or do not understand the ayes appeared to have it.
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RECOvDED VOTo Mile, Gee Rilo Steep Strike out al afer the enracting clause and

Mr. INSLEE. Mr. Chairman. I de- Mic i"' Stopat Insert tle following:
Rrg-. s_- SECTION L SHORT TTLE.

mnd a recorded vote. Meokly Rtmt S-tty This Act may be cited as the "Millennium
A recorded vote was ordered. M.oliha lugan ToleIt
The vote was taken by electronic de- r Toedo Digital Commerce Act.

Tevtwatd oa (K) ohbac T.eme SE- 2. FNDmNGS.

vice, and there were-ayes 413, noes 2, Moa, (vA) o.-Lehtine Tousetre The Congress makes the followieg findings:
not voting 13, as follows: 1Ile owihoan T-u.in (i) The growth of electronic commerce and

[Roll No. 57Mrsha Rouhewa Tylor (tS) eleceronic government transactions rep-
Siyles otytoiillnd Taylor (NQ

ARS-418 Nadir Roy -a Tey, resent a powerful force for economic growth,
iioltoano Os o ronsumer choice, improved civic parilelpa.

Abtw Doh is (ILl Hor s Rya. sI) Tno1pwo (CA ties and wealth creation.
Atko an Dm0 (VA) .wr-tier Nethtot Ryn (KS) Tho s I(NS) (2) The promotion of growth 1, private sec
Adwroli nI eoouwgh Ny Sate 10oebroy tor electronic commerce through Federei
Ailen teFooe layeri Nonthop Salnon mow legislation is in the national interest be-
Ande- DeGuht bblshf Novn --- he nhuranArlteo Dtatur goGetr Nitt Sican T cause that market is globally important to
Aroh, eahoi Hyow Obn a Solon Teys the United States.

o ihos &loy Itoie Obry S ar Tem (3) A consistent legal fosodotio., across
Ba ir Diit Ion Qi, Sowyer THet multiple jurisdictions, for electronic coam-
Bskui Swis ltk Oti Sottoo Tomic merce will promote the growth of such trans-
Beidiwi Dio-Baoart .. co oLI 0,t Scafftr Ud-li ico) actions, and that such a foundation should
Baldolt Diote Sarho. Le o Soeakoesfo edoll M(Ni be based upon a simple, technology neutral,
B lWegr D ng,11 (T)o Okly Scot, op.oBn 0 c6 ogo 1 ON-d S- O s nonregulatory. and market-baoed approach,
Bntorgia Oon Sfo~oo Packoar hint SeenS- Vcoa..w (4) The Nation and the world stand at he
Owre Donoett Jontin Paloo Seeoano Vcelnny soda ~

it. (NS) Delty Sthn Pmior SJ-Os beginning of a large scale transition to an In-
ta3et (wi O Bolistir Johwon (ti) Poye Shadigg Wold. formation society which will require lnn.
Botlt Doyle Jthon E.. Pooo Sh-n Wale tine legal and policy approaches, and there-
Barton Dtii. c Joh-, Sam PIn_ Shyo Wap fore, States can serve the -ol Interest
Boos Docan Soon ps1 P__eet In) Shcsn alee by continuing their proen role en lebore-
Boo Eo- Joe 1H0 Pre (s S1 -imoo Watkos cortes of innovation for quickly evoving
-o tre Eedo Oocjooi Iete onl Wt -waNQb

Bnion .h1e- Krne Phelps Shoa Wts (OK) areas of public policy, provided that States
B cter Elieth Knieh Picketing Shstc W__ also adopt a consistent, reasonable national
Brkloy Int K oly Pickott Simpson Wnler baseline to eliminate obsolete barriers to
Berat end, Koenedy Pit. S-loky Wolao (FE) eler=ronic commerce such as undue paper
Brry oglish Klde Po-oo Skn =doo (PA and pen requiremen. and fnrher, tht any
Bigic Ehoo Klpac Proiroy Sdkon WVoker .seh innovation should not unduly burden
B.tray idth odg K SId (W eter Sloghite eor Wcxlt inter-jurisdietional commerce.
Blirakl Evans King ("11 Portwoo Swish big Weygaod I5) To she eeno OSoae laws or regolatoons
Bihoe t t t Kings PrIm INO) Swith NO1 Witn(eld
BlagoJeoivh Eing Kinka Peym (H) SithoA ) IN nier do not provid e a consistent. reasonable n-
alery 2o t Kllk onno Snydc Wilson tioel baseline or In fact create an nde
lmnaer Faeh iK neg Ondaovitrie Sonar Wie burden to interstate commerce in the Impor

Bluni Filtr Klb ohll SPralo W. tone burgeooing aria of eiectronic rem-
Bohlr frete Kacioleh Ode-end So.bee Woohiy merce. the national interest is best served by
Bhber l K ye-1 nangol Stak W Federal preemption to the eote n eessary

nonite Foed " a~ood Ry- Sonol Ton. Y to provide such Consistent, reasonoble no
ond rn .lln 11son Ocynoldo Sdrinkand Yooog (FL) tioool baseline or eliminate said burden, but
n-l Foicer blos that absent such lack of a consistent. rea-
Bw'cO Frao- 0tA, Loson NOS-2 oable national baseline or such dnde bur-
toortor Frans (NJ) LoshaO Paol Ten dens. the best legal system for electronic
Boyd Felnohtovon Louoottie
Brady (PA) Fee Lno NOT VOTING-13 omner, will result from continuing ex-
aony fiX) GIllegly Lreh Con irges Sinul ax) perimentatio by individualjurisdictions.
Bon 11L Gnkr Ltc fcdie Moa,1 Spre. (6) With due regard to the fundamental
Brown (0H) aendos Lin Dietey Meet WEI Tiobes need for a onsistent national baseline, each
eryaet Ottas riL tis Gvphotit P IiwlI juridictio that encts such laws should
Bowu iGhbtee Lieu (GA) uinson tShrormgh have the right to determine the need for any
Buron illrt Leois 1K0 excepnions to peotect ronsnmees and mab-
Bu-ni Glnee Lienr 71 143l ai o tency with existing related bodiestoiiahm Gilma L piechi

Chocr t onoIn Lolod Mr. KUCINICH oed Mr. WATT of ofl itanenhi a pstieoloJurlmdiction.
Camp Goode Lofgn North Carolina changed their vote (7) Industy has developed sevefal elec-
Capbeli Gonlatte Looy from "no" to aye.' ironioinvtreterhoologi for inn in ee-
tencdy Godllg E-a (KYS) tooni transactions. and the public policies
Cip, Goeo Etn The result of the vote was announced of She oned Stove should nerve so promote
foeri Con Eo The s.ot ta dynmic marketplace within which these
farosno Grhan Mloey (cI) as above recorded. technologies can compete. Consistent with

,din Gonger Meloy (N0 Stated against: this Act. States shoald permit the use and
c- on G-i CMX Moselle1Cteo Gews-frD Maliky Ms. EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON of Texas. development of any authentication tech-

Chot crwnood Mtio Mr Chairman, on rlleall No. 577, I was un- nologlm that are appropriate as practicable
Chonim Cot ro M- .a aoildably detained. Had I been prsent, I as between private parties and in se with
thinoi Heg, Gutkoiet McCthniy 1001 monid hoce voled to' Stane agencie.
Clay Hall (OH) ettathy ( Yn

clayn Oniff0) MrColla- The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. SEC.3. PU OSES.
Cleent Hnn MeoCtr MILLER of Florida). It is now in order The prposes ofthis Act am
lynnee na i (LE) M es to coosider amendesent No.Sprnte in 1 so permit ad encourage the Contined

Ctoh ieings yWA) Metwo t espoesiono eleroeonic commerce through
oiline Hayes Mun Noose Report 10642. the operation of free m= ket forcos raoher

Ceobnt Hanorih Mln io. s IN THE 10AT) OP A thon prosoripive gocerlmental mandates
teweYs Otacy Meintoth SODU B O~FFEO no' MO- DIGt1L eed reglatoes:
Cook Hger MIetyer Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I offer (21 to promote public confidence In the va

Coatlis all 011) Mcntry an amendment in the nature of a sub- ildiny. inegrity and reliability of etetroeic
ten Hillc.y hirtiy stitute. comtme and olinoe government under Fed.
Cion Hleed M'rhan The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The erol aw,

trie Oiec, "M etl1)1 1 o FaCot n Me (NY) Clerk wol designate the amendment in oarilsate and promote electronic
ccommerce by clarifying the legal status of
-eny Hf Ii M-ar the nature of a substitute. electronic records and electronic signatures

Cobl. H Ir Mldir The teot of thn amendment in the na- in the context of contract formation;
Cmmicgs Hmtec tMlllendr- ture of a substitute is as follows: (4) to facilitate the ability of private par.
Cunlnhhm Hold-n Meo-ld

Gaor Holt Minler (FL) Amendment No. 2 in the eatore of a sb- ties engaged in interstate trsactions to
Boot (IF) Oey Miiler. Cory sslitute offered by Mr. DINGEE. agree among themselves on the appropriate
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